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ANSI American National Standards Institute 
ASCII American standard code for information exchange 
BIL band interleaved by line 
BOT beginning of ~npe 
BPI bits per inch 
BSQ band sequential 
CCT computer-compatible tape 
CCT-AM computer-compatible tape, archival MSS 
CCT-PM computer-compatible tape, processed MSS 
CWV calibration wedge value 
DQI digital quality indicator 
EBCDIC extended binary coded decimal interchange code 
EDC EROS Data Center 
EOF end of f:l.le 
EOS end of set 
'. 
EOT end of tape 
EOV end of volume 
EROS Earth Resources Observation System 
FL floating-paint format, double precision 
FLS floating-paint format, single precis:l.on 
FP fixed-point format 
FPG fixed-point grid value format 
GMT Greenwich mean time 
GPS globtil positicming system 
HOM Rotine Oblique Mercator 
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ID identification number 
IRG inter-record gap 
LGSOWG Landsat Ground Station Operations Working Group 
MSS multispectral scanner 
NASA Nation".l Aeronautics and Space Administration 
PS Polar Stereographic 
RCA relative calibration accuracy 
RMS root mean square 
seD systematic correction data 
SOM Space Oblique Mercator 
UTM Universal Transverse Mercator 
VRS vertical resampling 
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After digital processing systems for Lands&r. 3 became operational, 
discussion among personnel from several of the Landsat processing center.s 
resulted in an agreement that a universal Computer Compatible Tape (CCT) format 
should be developed. This general agreement caused the formation of a Tape 
Standards Working Group as a subgroup of the international Landsat Ground 
Station Operations Working Group~LGSOWG). The format design began in 1978 with 







Landsat 4. This document defines the EROS Data Center's Landsat CCT Version 1.0 
product, conforming to the concepts of the "Standard" format as mucn as is 
possible using existing EDC systems. 
'Unlike previous I.andsat CCT formats, the new CCT's will include a 
comprehensive field location and data description information "superstructure". 
This superstructure consists of: 
o a volume directory file which ganerally describes the data 
coIifiguration and provides pointers to each data file. 
o a file descriptor record for each data file which describes the data 
structure within the file and provides pointers to certain fields 
within the file. 
Once a data user becomes familiar with the sllperstructure, it becomel'; 
I 
possible to read any CCT whose format conforms to the superstructure concept and 
identify the data typ~ and source, locate and read desired data and support 
information, and, in most cases, use the data without need of further 
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The impact to the established l.andsat CCT format of adding superstructllre 
requirements is minor. In figure 1, the additional records required for a 
one-tape data set of one band of multispectral scanner (MSS) imagery are 
illustrated. The ent.ire superstructure is composed of four records. 
Three records, the volum.~ descriptor record, the teXl: record, and the file 
I' 
pointer record, reside in a Volume Directory File. The' fourth recoed is the 
, 
• f, file d~scriptor record which is the first record of each data file • 
The four superstructure records are similar to one another in content as 
well as ill tormat. The purpose of these records is to identify, describe, ancl. 
locate data in the data files. Thus, superstructure records primarily supply 
information about the data on the CCT rather than carrying data themselves. 
The data records within the data files will be very similar in ~ormat and 
content to those of previous Landsat CCT's with changes, for example, in record 
lengths, in data encoding, and in the addition of new special-purpose fields in 
the header and ancillary data records. Overall, however, the general type and 
format of the data will remain unchanged. Two types of MSS image data will 
continue to be offered: 
o fully processed MSS data with both geometric and radiometric 
corrections applied (CCT-PM) 
o partially processed MSS data with only rndiometric corrections 
applied (CCT-AM). 
These will be offered in either a Band-Interleaved-by-Line (BIL) or a 
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Figure 1. --Comparison of Tape Layout. Before and After Adding 
Superstructure Records 
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2.0 COMMON CONVENTIONS 
2.1 Byte 
A byte is eight bits in length and may contain any type of data. The most 
significant bit occurs first and is the left-most bit of the byte. 
2.2 Image Data Representation 
Image data will be right-justified in a byte with the most significant bit 
zero-filled. A data range from 0 to 127 is allowed w1.th zero as low radiance. 
2.3 Non-Image Data Representation 
Non-image data fields are byte mult:lple in length and represented in one 
of several data types. "Alphanume!,,~,:" da';a fields are ASCII coded and 
left-justified within the field. "Numeric" data fields are ASCII coded and 
right-justified within the field. Unless otherwise specified, all fields 
referred to simply as "binary", are uncoded, unsigned, integer binary numbers. 
Many fields of the header and a- L,lary data records are represented in one of 
.. 
four "special" fixed, and floal. ~'point formats--fixed-point binary (F~), 
double precis~.on floating-point binary (FL), single precision floating-point 
. 
binary (FLS),' or fixed-point binary grid value (F~G)--which are described in 
more detail in section 4.0. 
2-1 
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~ 2 .. 4 Record, Logical and PhysilfaJ.. 
A logical record is a collect'lon of related data items and is tre6ted as a 
unit of information. A physical record is a physical nollection of data 1¥I"itten 
to or read from a tape as a unit in a single operation. On Landsat CCT's, a 
physical record is equivalent to a logical record. Volume descriptor, file 
pointer, file descriptor, header, anCillary, annotation, image, trailer, and 
text data are the different types of records. Records are structured to contain 
a record number, a record type code, the record length in bytes, data, and 
optional zero fill as shown in figuI'e 2. Records are sepat"ated by inter-record 
gaps (IRG), and records are not split between physical tape volumes. These 
attributes are elaborated upon below. 
2.4.1 Record Number 
This is a four-byte binary number which indicates the' sequence of the 
record within the file. The first record of the file is numbered one, and the 
record number increments by one per record. 
2.4.2 Recora Type Codes 
Bytes five through eight of every record contain four one-byte codes' 
which classify the data cont~nt of the record. The 12 basic record type codes 
which apply to Landsat Version 1.0 CCT's are listed in table 1. 
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! " Table l.--Ret!ord Type Codes 
b 
Record Type Byte 5 
Volume Descriptor 
File Poi~ter 333)8 






Ancillary, General 022)8 
Ancilla~~, Universal 044)8 
Transverse M~rcator 
or Polar Stereographic 
Map Projection Data 
Ancillary, Space 
Oblique Mercator or 
Hotine Oblique 
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2.4.3 Record Length 
The record length in bytes for each record is recorded in bytes nine 
.' 
through 12. This ~.s a binary, right-justified number with the left-most bit 
being the most significant. Volume directory and null volume directory records 
are 360 bytes in length. All other records on the CCT are 3600 bytes in length. 
2.5 File, Logical and Physical 
A file is a collection of physical records preceded and followed by 
end-of-file (EOF) indicators. All files, except for the volume directory, have 
a file descriptor record as the first record. This is followed by the data 
records of the file. All records of a file are of constant record length. On 
MSS CCT's there are four types of files: 
o Volume Directory 
o Leader (header, ancillary, and annotation) 
o Image 
o •. 'hailer 
A logical file is equivalent to a physical file except in the case of 
image files. An image file (and no other file) may be split between reels 'of 
CCTs on record bounda~~es. Thus, when image files are split between CCT reels, 
the logical image file is not equivalent to the physical image file. It should 
be pointed out that one image file equals either one image (one band) of data 
when the format is BSQ, or all bands in the BIL format. Recording methods for 




2.6 File Classes and Codes 
· , 
The '.Iol.\1IDe directory file is descril;ed in section 4.2. The fHe pointer 
records of the qol\1lDe directory file contain the names and codes of the data 
file classes which follow. There are three data file classes, named and coded 
as follows: 
Class Name Class Code File Content 
. 
Leader HIe LEAD Header, annotation and ancillary records 
Imagery File IMGY Image data record 
.. 
Trailer File TRAI Trailer records 
Each file class has associated with it lie particular file format and file 
descriptor record variable segment. These are defined in section 4. 
2.7 Logical Vol\1lDe 
A logical volume is a logical collection of one or more files recorded 
consecutively. A logical volume contains one scene of one or more images 
(bands). 
All lo~ical volumes have a volume directory as the first file. This is 
folJJwed by leader, image and trailer data files and is concluded with a null 
volume 4irectqry. Wnen a logical volume is split between physical volumes, the 
volume directory is repeated at the start of the continuation tape. (See 
section 3.0 for discussion on how logical volumes are split). All logical 
















2.8 l'hyniclIl Vol\lmn 
A l'ityuie!ll vol\1l\\n in II, lIislUo\llltnbln phyui~nl l'nnl of mllgllntic. mollilllu. A 
phyuicnl I:<llumo IMy COlltn!1l 0110, moro thllll 0110, or (lurt \')f 0110 fila. l'hyoicnl 
J 
1 
volumnn allo/nyu utnrt with n volnmo lliroctory file. '1110 1nut rocord of n 
phyuicnl 1101\11\10 ill foUowoli by nil 0I1d-of-vo1umo (lSOV) illllic.ntor. 
I 
~ 
2.9 CCT ,Vo1umo Sot 1 
'j 
" 
~I ,\ CCT V011111\U tlut COl1tl!stu of 0\1Il or lIIoru \1hyuicnl \lo1uli,oU llIId COI\Cllll1U 0110 logical volulllo. 









tho hOlluokoup11\g COlwulltiol1tl uuod on CCT'II rollown. HOl%vor, filml <lnll cOI\I\11<\to 
dofillitiOIH\ Ilrl1 c.olltllJ,noli 111 tilt! lIppropl'illtl1 ANSI upucifictltion rufo1:om:od in 




; 2.10.1 1l0gilll1illg-of-Tnpo H:lrltor 
J ~l 
,1 
A 61Ullll pincn 0 f rofloctivo tllPO is locatod on tho I\oll-rucordinl! uilln of l\ 
cC'r (lovorlll ruut fro\l\ tho bugillllinlI of uuch rool. Thin bugil\l\ing-o !':-tnpu (\lOT) 
!mlicutau tha hogil\l\illg of tho tllPO for rnnllil\g and \~ritillg. 
~ 
2, to.2 III:l.ciu1 Gnp 1 
1 
1 
An 1n1till1 gap of 8 col\t1\1\Iltot'U (:l illchtlu) IIltll:tllllllll, 7,62 lIIuttll:1J (:15 ruut) 
! 
J 
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2.10.3 Intct'\"ccord Gnp 
An intcrrccord gnp (IRG) of nominnlly 1.5 r:mtiulQtors (0.6 inchcs) 
9cpurutcs multiple records in n fila, 
2.10.4 End-of-Filo Hnrk 
Tha ond-of-filo (KOF) uUlrk is n !lllacinlly coded block of dutn which 
sallnrutcs filas on n CCT. Tho EOF is tho tnllO uUlrk doscribod in the rafaruncud 
I\NSI stundnrd. 
2.10.5 End-of-Volumu H.'\rk 
Tha und-of-voluma (EOV) indicntor consists of two consocutivo KO}" s nnd 
mnrks tha and of rocordod dntu on tha physicul volunlo. 
2.10.6 Eud-of-Tupo ~L'\rkor 
A =11 pioco of rnflc.ctivo tupo is locutod on tho non-rocording sido of u 
CCT sovoral foot from tho and of tlllch rool. This ond-of-tupo (EOT) ul.'lrkor 
indicntos tho and of tho parmissibla rocording uree • 
. ,
2.10.7 End-of-Sat Hm::k 
Tha and-of-sat (EOS) mark cono!sts of thrall conoocutivo Em" s und occurs 
on tha lust physicnl volume of u voluma stit. 
2-8 





3.0 TAPE LAYOUT , 
A standard Landsat MSS Version 1.0 CCT tape set contains image data for 
one MSS scene (one logical volume). If the tape set is one physical volume 
(that is, the data for one scene are contained on one tape reel) the tape for~at is 
as shown in figure 3. The physical and logical volume begin with a volume 
directory file followed by one or more sets of leader, image, and trailer files. 
The image data format of the CCT shown in figure 3 is BSQ, with as many sets of 
leader, image, and trailer files as there are images (bands) in the scene. If 
the CCT image data format is BIL, there is only one such file set. Records are 
separated by IRG's. Files are separated by EOF's. The logical volume is followed 
by an EOS. 
When a logical volume requires more than one physical volume, the 
transition between tapes is accomplished in one of two ways: (1) the split 
between volumes occurs on file boundaries, or (2) the split occurs on record 
boundaries within an image data file. Figure 4 illustrates these two CBses. 
When the break is between files, the last file before the break is followed by 
.: 
two EOF's (an EOV) , and the next tape starts with another volume directory. 
This subsequent volume directory 1s the same as the one which initiated the 
logical volume but with appropriate fields updated to indicate the change of 
physical volume. After an EOF, the next data file then continues. 
, ~ 
3-1 
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"" ... Tape Layout of a CCT of N Bands 




































N + i 
End of First 
,Physical Volume 
}EOV 












nata Record N + 1 
Data Record N + 2 
F~gure 4.--Illustration of the Two Tynes of'Transition 























\~lCm the break falla within nn imnge file, the lnat record before the 
brenk ia followed by nn EOV. The next tnpe st,llrta wi th the repeated, updnted 
volume directory. Thia is followed by an EOF Ilnd the remaining image records of 
the previous file. 
Table 2 is provided here as a reference guide o~ the distribution of ~ffiS 
imnge dnta on CCTs. The MSS data are categorized by the type of interleaving, 
by whether or not geometric corrections at'e npplied nnd by the number of bands 
~,1 i of datn. The distribution of thuse dnta types is then presented for CCT's with 
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Table 2. --ceT Physical Volume Distribution of MSS Data 
Imoge Distribution bl' Density 
Doto Typo ond 
Tapo Number 
800 BPI 1600 BPI 6250 BPI 
MSS lisa 
Geometrically Uncorrected 
(1 bond I Tope 1 entire imago entire image entire Image 
(2 bandsl Tope 1 bond 1 all Images 01llmoge5 
Tope 2 bond 2 
(3 bands) Tape 1 bonds 1 and 2 oillmogos oillmogos 
Tape 2 band 3 
(4 bands) Tape 1 bonds 1 and 2 all Images all Images 
Tope 2 Bands 3 and 4 
(5 bonds) T~p~ 1 bands 1 and 2 bonds 1. 2 and 3 all images 
Tape :l bonds 3 and 4 bands 4 and 5 
Tape 3 band 5 
Geometrically Corrected ..... '" 
(1 bond I Tape 1 entire ima~e entire im3ge entire image 
(2 bondsl Tape 1 bond 1 and 1491 lines all images all images 
of bond 2 
Tape 2 1492 lines of band 2 
(3 bonds I Topa 1 band 1 and 1491 lines all images nil Images 
of bond 2 
Tape 2 1492 lines of bond 2 
and band 3 
(4 bondsl Tope 1 bond 1 and 1491 lines bands t and 2 all Images 
of band 2 
Tape 2 1492 lines of bond 2 bands 3 and 4 
and bond 3 
Tape 3 band 4 
(5 bandsl Tope 1 bond 1 and 1987 lines bands 1. 2 and 3 all images 
l'~pe 2 of bond 2 996 of 2. band 3 bands 4 and 5 
and 966 of 4 
Tape 3 1987 lines of band 4 




(4 bands I Tape 1 4800 lines all lines all lines 
Tape 2 4800 lines 
15 bandsl Tape 1 4000 lines 6000 lines all lines 
Tape 2 4000 lines 6000 lines 
Tape 3 4000 lines 
Geometrically Corrected 
(4 bandsl Tape 1 3976 lines 5964 lines all lines 
Tope 2 3976 lines 5968 lines 
Tape 3 3980 lines 
15 bondsl Tape 1 4970 lines 7455 lines all lines 
Tape 2 4970 lines 7460 lines 
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4.0 FILE FORMATS 
, 
! A standard CCT with MSS data contains two general categories of records: 
superstructure records and data records. Combined, these categories provide. 
nine types of records: volume descriptor, text, file pointer, file descriptor, 
header, ancillary, annotation, image, and trailer. These records are grouped 
into four file types: vol\me directory, leader, image and trailer. The 
grouping of these records into these file types is illustrated in table 3. 
I, Figure 5 shows the overall structure of Landsat CCT's in both BSQ and BIL data 
" format. The remainder of this section is concerned with defining the format for 
each of these record and file types. 
4.1 Record Rule!! and Content 
4.1.1 Superstructure Records 
The follOWing rules apply to the record format and content of the 
volume descriptor, file pointer, file descriptor, and text records. 
" 1. The first 12 bytes (3 fields) of all records contain only binary 
numbers and predefined bit-pattern codes. 
2. The fields assigned to the first 16 bytes are similar for all 
four types of records. 
3. From byte 13 to the end of the record, fields are numeric or 
alphanumeric and are coded in ASCII. 
4-1 
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Table 3. --Record Groupings by File Type 
FILE TYPE . RECORD TYPES CONTAINED 
Volume Directory File • Volume Descriptor Record 
• Text Record 
• File Pointer Records 
Leader File • File Descriptor Record 
• Header Record 
• Ancillary Records * 
• Annotation Record(sl 
(mage File • File Descriptor Record 
• Imege Records 
Trailer File • File Descriptor Record 
• Trailer Record(sl 
Null Volume Directory File • Volume Descriptor Record 


























































BSQ for a Scene 
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Bil for a Scene 




















Null Volume Dir ectory 
* Present only on tapes of geometncalh 
uncorrected image data leeT·AMI. 











































4. Numeric data arc right-justified and alphanumeric data arc 
left-j ua t:lfied. 
s. In fielda containing data and blanks, the blanks are represented 
~y the ASCII blank character (~). 
6. Data fields are assigned so as to follow 4-byte boundary 
a:tignments. 
7. Records in the volume directory file and null directory file are 
360 bytes in length. Records in the other files--leader, image, 
and trailer--are 3600 bytes in length. 
The 12 bytes referred to in rule 1 are illustrated in figure 6. They 
contain record number, record type codes, and record length. These fields are 
as def!ned in section 2.4. 
The similarity of the next four bytes among superstructure records (rule 
2) can be seen in figure 6. The first two of these bytes (record bytes 13 and 
14) are ASC~I/EBCDIC flags. The next two (bytes 15 and 16) are blank. These 
fields will be described on a per-record basis in the sections which follow. 
The three non-text superstr,ucture 'ecords are similar in content as well 
aa in format. The purpose of these records is to identify, describe, and locate 
data in the data files. The general blocking of this type of infurmation within 
superstructure records is also shown in figure 6. Superstructure records 
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4.1.2 D~ta Recor~s 
The following rules apply to the record format and content of the 
header, ancillary, annotation, image, and trailer records. 
1. The first 12 bytelJ (3 fields) of all data records contain only 
binary numbers and predefined bit-pattern codes of record 
introduction information. 
2. The remainder of all data records contain data, blank 
fill,or zero fill. 
3. All data records are 3600 bytes in length. 
4. Numeric data are right-justified and alphanumeric data are 
left-j ustified. 
s. In alphanumeric fields containing data and blanks, the blanks are 
represented by the ASCII blank character (~). 
6. Binary fields representing values containing fractional 
.. 
components are given in one of the four formats shown in figure 7, 
unless a unique data representation format is designated for'a 
spe,,-ific field. 
The 12 bytes ,eferred to in rule 1 contain the record number, record type 



















































Fixed Point Binary Format (FP). 
a numb or is represented In four bytes. as follows: 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALrrY 
MSB r3~1~~=-______ ~2~4T~~ ________ ~16~1~5 ________ ~8~7 __________ ;o LSB 
lsi 
Bit 31 515ignl.Ol.I.1I-1 
Bits 30:0 Magnitude 
Floating Point Binary Format (FL) • 
• a number is represented in eight bytes. as follows: 
MSB 63 62 5655 48 47 40 J9 
lsi Exponenl ; ! 
3t 24 ~ 16 IS 8 1 
I ! i ! 
Bit 63 :;ISign'- 01. I. 1(-1 
Bits 62:56 Exponent. Range of -64 Through +63. Treated as Excess 64. 
Bits 55:0 Fraction Magnitude. 14 Hexidecimal Digits. The Value IS found bv 
Multiplying the Factional Part by the Power of 16. 
Single Precision Flo'3ting Point Binary Format (FLS). 
a number is represented in four bytes. as follows: 
MSB 31 ~ 24 ~ 16 15 
lsi Exponent 
Bit 31 515ignl.01+1.1I-' 
B 7 
! 
Bits 30:24 Exponent. Range of - 64 Through. 63. Treated as Excess 64 
Bits 30:24 Fraction Magnitude. 6 Hexldecimal Digits. The Value is Found by 
Multiplying the Fractional Part by the Power of 16. 
Fixed Point Grid Format (FPG) for Resampling Grid 
Coordinates. and Fill Counts; a number is represented in 





MSB ;3~1~~~ _______ 2~4~~~ __ ~1~B~1~7 __ ~1~5~ ____________________ ~o LSB 
lsi 1 I! 
Bit 31 15ignl=01+1.1I-1 
Bits 30:1 8-lnteger Magnitude Itwo's compliment I 
Bits 17:0 _Fraction Magnitude Itwo's compliment) 
Fixed Binary Point Belween Bits' 8 and 17. 











4.2 Volume Directory File 
The volume directory file is the first file of every logical volume. It 
... 
'. 
is composed of s volume descriptor record, a text record, and a series of file' 
pointer recorda. Every physical volume (tape) also starts with a volume 
directory file since the tape is either the start of a logicsl volume or else a 
logical volume is continued on the tape, in which case the updated volume 
directory is recorded at the start of the physical volume. The volume 
descriptor record identifies the logical volume and the number gf files the 
logical volume contains. A text record follows the volume descriptor record and 
identifies the type of data contained in the logical volume. There is a file 
pointer record for each data file of the logical volume, indicating each file's 
class, fonnst, and attri'butes. 
4.2.1 The Volume Descriptor Record 
The volume descriptor is the first record of the volume directory file. 
This record identifies the logical volume and the number of files the logical 
volume contains. It ia composed of five segments. The first segment (bytes 
" 
1-16) contains record identification information. The second segment (bytes 
17-44) gives fonnat documentation and software identification for the fonnat in 
which the superstructure is recorded on tape.' The third segment (bytes 45-168) 
provides basic infonnation about the logical volume and gives the number of 
pointer records in the volume directory file. The fourth segment (byte~ 
169-260) is spare and is reserved for expansion of control infonnation in future 
volume descriptor record fonnat revisions. The fifth segment (bytes 261-360), 
the local use segment, provides space for whatever notation or infonnation the 
tape user wants to place in it. A breakdown of the individual data items of the 
volc=~ descriptor record is given in table 4 • 
4-8 














































*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binary 
•. - &'.~ •. ," • 
4-9 
. -" ,.' -
Description 
Record number - 1)10. 
Record type code: byte 5 ~ 300)8. 
byte 6 ~ 300)8 
byte 7 a 022)8 
byte 8 '" 022)8 
Length of this record = 360)10. 
ASCII/EBCDIC Flag for this file 
'" "A)I" for ASCII. (EBCDIC not 
available. ) 
Blank. 
Superstructure control document 
number: 12 bytes, always 
CCB-CCT-0002. 
Superstructure control document 
revision number: 2 bytes 
indicating the revision letter of 
the document identified in bytes 
17-28, coded ")lc" initially. 
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*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
Superstructure record format 
revision: 2 bytes, coded ")lA" 
unless this record format is 
modified. 
Software release number for this 
logical volume. 
ID for physical volume containing 
this volume descriptor: 16 
character tape ID of the form: 
LNSTTYYDDDXXNV)I)I where 
L = Mission designator coded 'L' 
for Landsat 
N = Mission number, '2', '3' or '4' 
S = Sensor type, coded 'M' for MSS 
TT = Tape type, coded 'CP' (data 
with geometric correction) or 
'CA' (d~ta without geometric 
correction) • 



















*Denotes field type: 
. -. 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
YY - Last two digits of year in date 
of generation 
DDDa Julian day of generation 
XX a Sequence number within day for 
each tape type 
N = Physical volume number 
V = Number of volumes:l.n set. 
Logical volume ID, 16 characters of 
the form: 
ADDDDHHHMS»J\J\J\J\)\ where 
A = Landsat mission number 
DODD = Day number, rela~ive to 
launch, at time of 
observation 
HH = Hour at time of observation 
HH = Hinutes at time of 
observation 
S a Tens of seconds 
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97-98 . N 
99-100*'" N 
. . 
"'Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description OF pl:)OR QUR 
Volume set ID: 16 character coded 
"LANDSATmMSS)SXXX" where N is the 
mission number and XXX is either 
BIL or BSQ. 
Number of physical volumes in the 
set: 2 bytes indicating 1, 2 or 3 
tapes per set ("JS 1", or ")S2" or 
.. ~3 .. ). 
Physical volume number, start of 
logical volume: always ")SI". 
Physical volume number, end of 
logical volume: same as bytes 
93-94. 
Physical volume number containing 
this volume descriptor: sequence 
numcer of this tape within tape 
set - ")SI", ")S2" or ")S3". 
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Table 12.--Ancillary Map Project Rer.ord Formata--Continucd ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALrTY 

















A - Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binary 
Description 
Record type code: byte 5 - 044)8 
byte 6 n 044)8 
byte 7 




byte 8 2 022)a 
Record length - 3600)10. 
VRS Coordinates (Row numbers 33-44). 
Zero Fill (not used). 
Pixel number of WRS center in fully 
processed image • 
**Each coordinate and grid line fill count (for all rows) is in the Fixed 

























"'Denotes field type: 
A • Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N • Numeric (ASCII) 
B - Binary 
Description 
First referenced file number in 
this physical volume: this 4 byte 
field gives the file number of the 
first data file which follows this 
volume directory file. If a file 
spans t:<JO or more physical volumes 
each portion of the file is 
referenced by the same number 
(because each portion is using the 
same file pointer record). Volume 
directory files are not included in 
the file sequence number count. 
Logical volume number within 
volume set: coded ")\)\)\1" except 
for null volume descriptor which 
is coded ")\)\)\2". 
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! Table 4.--Volume Descriptor Record Format--Continued 
Byte Type'" 







*Denotes field type: 
A - Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N - Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binary 
OR:G!NAI PAGE IS 
Description OF. POOR QUALITY 
Lc~ical volume number within , 
physical volume: same as bytes 
105-108. 
Logical volume creation date: 8 
bytes of form n"YYNHDD. 
Logical volume creation time: 8 
bytes of form HHlliISSXX, where XX 
indicates hundredths of seconds. 
Logical volume generating country: 
"USA)\)\)\)\)\)\)\)\)\". 
Logical volume generating agency: 
coded "USGS)\)\)\)\". 
Logical volume generating facility: 
coded "EDC)\)\)\)\)\)\)\)\)\". 
**Blank filled in a null volume descriptor record. 
***Fields to be updated when a volume directory is repeated on a subsequent 
physical volume. 
4-14 
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Table 4.--Volume Descriptor Record Format--Continued 
Byte Type'" 
v:-
161-164 ...... N 




*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binary 
Description 
Number of pointer records in volume 
directory: equals number of data 
files in CCT tape set: coded 3)10 
for BIL; up to three times number of 
bands for BSQ. 
Number of records in volume 
directory: the number of pointer 
records + 2. 
Volume descriptor spare segment 
(reserved) (Blank filled). 
Local use segment (Blank filled). 





































" . ~ -;" ';. ,~ 
4.2.2 Text Record 
A text record OCCUt'S as the second record of the volume dirl!ctory file. 
After the first 16 bytes of basic superstructure record identification 
information, the remainder of the record is free-form ASCII text. It may be 
i' used to carry any type of infort!lation for any purpose. Standard Landsat CCT 
r r products will carry information about the contents of the tape such as sensor, 
r, 
• t' scene ID, date, and type of processing. These are intended for the convenience 
~ 

















































*Denotes field type: 
A a Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
ORIGINAL PAGE I 
OF POOR QUAL'; 
Record number 2 the sequence number of 
thi~ record within this file ~ 2)10. 
Record type code: byte 5 2 022)8 
byte 6 ~ 077)8 
byte 7 a 022)8 
byte 8 ~ 022)8 
Record length a 360)10. 
ASCII/EBCDIC flag for this record, 
indicating whether the alphanumeric 
information of this record is coded 
ASCII or EBCDIC. Coded "AY," for ASCII 
(EBCDIC not available). 
Blank filled. 
Field to be used for free-form text 
(alphanumeric information of any kind 


















4.2.3 File Pointer Record 
........ 
.. l"'.', ~. 
File pointer records reside in the volume directory fil~. There is one 
file pointer record fer each data file of the logical volume; it identifies the 
file by cla,ss, indicates that file's format, and provides file attribute 
information such as record lengths and data type. These file pointer records 
are recorded in the Same sequence as the files to which they poin~. 
After the first 16 byte segment of record identification information, 
there are three data segments. The second segment (bytes 17-152) supplies 
specific file attribute information such as file class, format and data type. 
The third segment (bytes 153-260) is spare and is reserved for expansion of the 
file pointer information segment in future format revisions. The fourth segment 
(bytes 261-360) is provided for local use. The format of a file pointer record 
is given in table 6. 
.. 
4-18 
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"'Denotes f.ield type: 
A - Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N - Numeric (ASCII) 










Record number: sequence number of 
this rp.cord in this file; firs t 
pointer record - 3)10. 








Length of this record - 360) 10. 
ASCII/EBCDIC flag for the 
referenced file: coded "All" for 
ASCII (EBCDIC not available). 
Blank. 
Referenced file number: sequence 
number of data file within logical 
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"'Dunotlltl fiuld typu: 
A .. ,Ullhunullluric (ASCII) 
N .. NUllludc (ASCII) 




Rufuruncud filu iduntificlitionl 
chllrllcturs indicating nllture of 
datil of thu form: 
LLN~SSSn'r'r'r'XXXlJ I whare 
LL .. SlItullitu codud 'LS' 
16 
the 
N .. Hionion numbur, coded '2', 
, 3', or '4' 
sss .. SOliS or type, codlld 'HSS' 
T .. Dntll tYPIl, coded 'A' for 
geolnlltricnlly uncorrected dlltll 
or '1" for geolnlltriclllly 
corrected datil 
n"Fr' .. File type, coded: 
"LEAD' for llllldllr file 
, UIG'l' for iltlllgllry filll 
"rRAI' for trllilllr file 
XX.'\ .. Ilnllse dn tn fo l"111n t , coded 
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*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N a Numeric (ASCII) 








B - Band number associated with 
file, coded ,~, for BIL or 
'1','2','3' or '4' for 
Landsat-4 BSQ or '4', '5', 
, 6', ' 7', or '8' for 
Landsat-2/3 BSQ. 
Referenced file name: 28 bytes 
coded "LEADER FILE", "IMAGE FILE", 
or "TRAILER FlLEN with trailing 
blanks. 
Referenced file class code: coded 
'IMGY' for files containing image 
data 'LEAD' or 'TRAI' for all other 
files. 
Referenced file data type: 28 bytes 
coded 'BINARY ONLY' (with trailing 
blanks) for files of image data, and 
'MIXED BINARY AND ASCII' (with 
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*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 










a~IQrplAt PftG! IS 
Description OF POOR OUAI (TY 
Referenced file data type code: 
coded 'BINO' for image data or 
'MBAA' for all other files. 
Number of records in referenced file 
including file descriptor record. 
Referenced file 1st record length: 
always = 3600)10. 
Referenced file maximum record 
length: always = 3600)10. 
Referenced file record length 
type: always coded "FIXED LENGTH". 
Referenced file record length type 
code: always coded "FIXD". 
Referenced file physical volume 
number, start of file: coded 
"))1", "JS2" or "JS3", indicating 
the sequence number of the tape of 
a tape set containing the 1st 



















"_. '~_ v 
... ::c·_··- .. 
Table 6.--File Pointer Record Format--Continued 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 





*Denotes field type: 
A a Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 




Referenced file physical volume 
number, end of file: coded ")\1", 
")\2", or ")\3", indicating the 
sequence number of the tape of the 
tape set containing the last 
record of the file; will be the 
same as field directly above unless 
the file is split across physical 
volumes (tapes). 
Referenced file portion, the 
sequence number of the file on this 
physical volume: coded "J\J\J\J\J\J\J\1" 
for all files unless the referenced 
file is a continuation (that is, was 
started on a previous tape). In 
this case, the field contains the 
sequence number of the first record 
of the file recorded ~ this tape. 
**Updated in repeated volume directory if logical volume is split within 
a file 
4-23 







































"'Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 






Referenced file portion, the 
sequence number of the last record 
of the file on this physical 
volume. 
Pointer spare segment (Blank filled) 
Local use segment (Blank filled) 












































































4.3 Leader File 
The leader file is composed of a file descriptor record and up to three 
types of data records: header, ancillary, and annotation. The leader file is 
the first file of a block of data which represents a single band of a scene for 
a BSQ tape or the entire scene for a BIL tape. This was illustrated earlier in 
figure 5. The leader file preceeds image data files and supplies information 
associated with the image such as image product annotation, ephemeris/attitude 
data, processing information, and other support information. 
\' 4.3.1 File Descriptor Record 
The file descriptor record is the first record of a leader file, and 
introduces that file. (It is also the first record of an image data file and a 
trailer file). Following the first 16 byte seglJent of record identification 
information are four data segments. The second segment (bytes 17-lf4) identifies 
the format, and the software version used to produce the Eile. The third 
segment (bytes 45-116) provides basic information necessary to locate and read 
the data rec6rds of the file. The fourth segment (bytes 117-180) is a spare 
which is reserved for expansion in future file descriptors revisions. These 
first four segments are knrJwn as the file descriptor fixed s.egmEmts. They' 
provide information on how to read the particular file being introduced by the 
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The fifth segment (bytes 181-3600) is referred to as th~ file descriptor 
variable segment because its format varies with the Cype of file being 
described. The fifth segment starts with values indicating the n,.!:::ber of 
records of each record type in the file. This ia followed with locator 
information particular to the format of the data file, that is, how to access 
and display essential data. Specific field locator information in bytes 217 
through 360 is given in a series of 16-byte codes, each of which are structured 
as follows: 
Bytes Description 
1-6 The record number of the record containing the field 
7-12 The record byte number of the first byte of the field 
13-15 Length of the field in bytes 
16 A code indicating the type of data in the field, coded· 'A' for 
alphanumeric; 'N' for numeric; 'B' for binary. 
The format of the fixed and variable segments of the leader file descriptor 
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*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 











ORIGINAL PAGE' IS 
Description OF POOR QUALITY 
Record number - 1)10. 
Record type code: byte 5 a 077)8 
byte 6 • 300)8 
byte 7 ~ 022)8 
byte 8 = 022)8 
Length of this record = 3600)10. 
ASCII/EBCDIC flag for this file 
= "A'P" indicating ASCII. (EBCDIC 
not available). 
Blanks. 
Control document number for this 
embodiment (that is, this document's 
number). 
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"'Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 









File design descriptor revision 
letter: 2-bytes giving the 
revision letter of the file format 
(as opposed to revisions which 
affect the control document 
without affecting the file 
format). Coded "JlA" unless this 
record format is modified. 
Software release number for this 
file. 
File number: sequence n'Umber of 
this file within the logical 
volume. The volume directory file 
is not included in this count. 
File identification: same as file 
pointer record, bytes 21-36 • 
Record sequence and location type 
flag: always, coded "FSEQ" 
indicating a fixed record location 
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*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N - Numeric (ASCII) 









Record number location: always 
coded "~)\)\)\)\)\)\1" indicating thnt 
record ntlmber stnrts in record 
byte one. 
Record ntlmber field length: 
nlwnys coded ")\)\)\4" indicnting 
n 4 byte record number field. 
Record code nnd locntion type 
flng: always coded "FTY'P" 
indicnting n fixed record locntion 
of the type code field. 
Record code locntion: alwnys 
coded ")\)\)\)\)\)\)\5" indicnting thnt 
record code stnrts in record byte 
five. 
Record code field length: always 
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Record length and location type 
flag: always coded "FLGT" 
indicating a fixed record location 
of the record length field. 
Record length location: always 
coded ")\)\)\)\)\)\)\9" indicating 
that record length field starts in 
record byte nine. 
Record length field length: 
always coded ")\)\)\4" indicating 
a 4 byte record length field. 
Flag indicating that data 
interpretation information is 
included within file descriptor 
record: coded "N" indicating NO. 
114 A Flag indicating that data 
interpretation information is 
included within records other than 
the file descriptor record: 
. --
*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 
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199-204 
*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 












Flag indicating that data display 
information is included with the 
file descriptor recllrd: coded "N". 
Flag indicating that data display 
information is incluoed within the 
file in record(s) other than the 
file descriptor: coded "N". 
Reserved segment (Blank filled) 
Number of header records: always ~ 
1)10. 
Header record length~ always a 
3600)10. 
Number of ancillary records: coded 
0)10 for leader files preceding 
imagery that has been geometrically 
corrected; coded 18)10 if imagery is 
geometrically uncorrected. 
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*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric, (ASCII) 











Number of annotation records: coded-
1)10 for fully processed data; 2)10 
for partially processed. 
Annotation record length: always = 
3600) 10. 
Field Locator Information 
Scene identification field locator: 
coded "J\J\J\J\J\2J\J\J\J\13iH 1A". 
World Reference System 
identification locator: coded 
"J\J\J\J\J\2J\J\J\J\25J\J\8A". 
Mission identification field 
locator: coded "J\J\J\J\J\2J\J\J\J\49J\J\4N". 
Sensor ide~tification field locator: 
coded "J\J\J\J\J\2J\J\J\J\45J\J\4A". 
Exposure date-time field locator: 
coded "J\J\J\J\J\2J\J\J\109J\16N". 
, .. 
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WDenotes field type: 
A a Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N • Numeric (ASCII) 









DeDcription OF POOR IlJAGE I~ QII4lll'Y 
Field Locator Information--Continued 
Geographic refl!l'ence field locatoL' 
(format center): coded 
"J\)\)\)\)\3!S)\)\)\21 !S17 A" for 
geometrically carrected imagery and 
"J\J\)\)\21!S)\)\)\21!S17A" for geometrically 
uncorrected il.agery. 
Image processing performed field 
locator: coded ")\!S)\)\)\2!S)\)\169)\)\1A", 
Imagery format (interleaving) 
indicator: coded ")\)\)\)\)\2!S)\)\173!S!S4A" 
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Tho hondor record idontifies the content nnd format of the dntn of tho 
londer fil..e nnd of the ilnnge nnd tl:niler files tlmt follow. Thera is only ono 
hondor record par lendllr fila. lIe.~dor rocord dntn nre subdiv:\.dod into six 
groups: 
n) Rocord Introd uc tion: record number. typo, nne! .leng tho 
b) Imngo Idontificntion: scono ID, nne! Ims pnth/row indiclltor. 
c) Spncecrnft DO!lcription: sensor, Il!iasion \llunbor, nnd detector 
stntus. 
d) Timll of Expo6urll: I~RS frnUio c(mtor locntion nnd IlXp0S\u:o timfl. 
e) Dntn Idontificntion/ Chnrnctllriatics: genllrnl hondln', nnnotlltion, 
nncillnry, imnge nnd trnilllr dntn chnrnct!l\"istics such lis \llunbur 
of records, inturlenving typu, rusnmpling techniquu, Innp 
projllction, nnd I~RS offaet. 
f) Spucinl PurpoBIl Filllds: trnnsmisllion modo, tll\l\pornl rllgistrntion 
dntn, ovorlnp I1l1lrk infol:1lUltion, gC!om\~tric cor ruction qunlity 
., 
codos, rndiomlltric corroction nccurncy, tulomf.ltry nnd control 
point qunlity indicntors. lind imllgu f.InhnncU\\\ont indicntors. 
Tho hClldur rocord formnt is givon in tnble B. It should bu nocud thnt 
significnnt modificn tiona in tho fonnnt of thu hondor rocord hnve hoon mr.do 
froIU tho previous Lnndsnt CCT fomUlt. The genornl ardor of npponrn\lcQ of 
spocific dntn fiolds, howilvor, hns not chnngod. Attompts hnvo bOlln mndo to 
convurt lIS mnny binllry filllds ns pllssihlll to ASCII nnd to plllCIl the fiolds on 
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Table 8.--lIcader Record Formnt 
f ; [ ,j 
U 
..... 
*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
image identifier of the form: 
~NDDDDHHMMSB where 
N ~ Landsat mission number: 2, 3, or 4 
DDDD - Days after launch at time of 
observation 
HH - Hour at time of observation 
MM ~ Minute at t~.me of observation 
S ~ Tens of seconds at time of 
observa(:ion, where time of observation 










Table B.-Header Record Format-Continued 
Bytes 




C. Sp2,l~ecraft Description 
45-48 A 
49-50 N 
*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF pOOR QUALITY 
B - Band Identification Code: I, 2, 3, 
or 4 for Landsat-4 BSQ; 4, 5, 6, 7, or B 
for Landsat-2/3 BSQ; or blank for BIL 
WRS Designator - unique terrestrial 
image identifier of the form: 
~MPPPRRR where 
M ~ A (for ascending node) or 
D (for descending node) 
PPP ~ WRS path number 
RRR ~ WRS row number 
Date of Tape Generation of the form: 
DDMMYY where D~ day, MM ~ month, 
yy ~ last two ~igits of year. 
Blank Fill (not used) 
Sensor Identification: always 
coded "MSS)\" 
























, _ .... ..:- ..... 
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Table 8.-Header Record Format-Continued 
Bytes Type'" 
C. Spacecraft Description-Continued 
51-56 N 
57-84 A 
85-88 . N 
*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric'CASCII) 
n = Binary 
Description 
Spacecraft orbit number during whieh 
the image was acquired 
Active Detector Status - contains 
detector status for the 24 C26 for 
Landsat-3) MSS detectors. One byte per 
detector, six detectors for each of the 
four bands starting with the status of 
detector 1 of the first band :I.n byte 57· 
through detector 6 of the fourth band in 
byte 80. In the case of Landsat-3, band 
8 detectors A and B are in bytes 81 and 
82, respectively. Bytes not used are 
blank filled. A "1" in the byte 
indicates the detector is active. If a 
detector was disabled or inactive during 
the data acquisition pass, the status 
will be "0". 
Active Detector Count 
active detectors 
4-37 
the number of 














... :" .... " 
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C. Spacecraft Description--Continued 
89-92 N 
93-96 A 








*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
Nominal number of image data pixels per 
scan line in original geometrically 
uncorrected image 
Blank fill (not used) 
Blank fill (not used) 
Scan line number containing WRS frame 
center in fully processed image 
Pixel number of WRS frame center in fully 
processed image. (Blank filled in 
partially processed CCT-AM.) 
Center picture exposure time, in GMT: 
Last 2 digits of year (00-99) 
Day of year (3 aigits: 001-366) 
Hour (2 digits: 60-23) 
Minutes (2 digits: 00-59) 
Seconds (2 digits: 00-59) 
Milliseconds (3 digits: 000-999) 























































Table 8.-lleoder Record Formot--Continued 
Bytes Type'" Description 














Header Data Characteristics 
Header record length - 3600)10 
Number of header records u 1)10 
Number of bytes of Group "F" (special 
purpose fields) header data 
Annotation Data Characteristics 
N 
N 
Annotation record length = 3600)10 
Number of annotation records = 1)10 for 
fully processed data; 2)10 for partially 
processed data 
Ancillary Data Characteristics 
N Ancillary record length s 3600)10 
N Number of ancillary records = 18)10 
for partially processed ,imagery; ~ 0)10 
for' fully processed imagery. 
, , 
153 A Geometric corrections applied, "Y" = Yes; 
154 A 
"'Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
ttN" =- No 
Geometric correction data present, 


















































B = Binary ;~ 
i' 4-39,j 
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Table 8.-Header Record Format-Continued 
E. 
Bytes Type'" Description 














Radiometric correction applied, 
"Y" A Yes; UN" =- No 
Radiometric correction data present, 
"Y" ::I Yes; "N" ::I No 
Image record length = 3600)10. 
Number of image records = 2400)10 for 
partially processed BSO imagery; -
2983)10 for fully processed BSQ; m 
11,932)10 for fully processed Land~at-2/4 
four band BIL imagery; ~ 14,915)10 for 
fully processed Landsat-3 five band BIL 
imagery; ~ 9600)10 for partially 
processed Landsat-i~/4 four band BIL 
imagery; ~ 12,000)10 for partially 
processed Landsat-3 five band BIL 
imagery. 
Number of calibration/quali~y support 
data bytes per scan line of image data 
~ 28)10 for fully processed imagery, 
= 0 for partially processed. 
*Dcnotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 























Table 8.--Header Record Format--Continued 
E. 
Bytes Type'" Description eflIG~OOR QUAW 'I OF . 
Data Identification and Characteristics--Continued 













Image data format.- "A" for partially 
processed data, = "P" for fully processed 
data 
Blank Fill (not used) 
Interleaving type indicator, "BSQj\" or 
"BILlS" 
Line interleaving count, = 0)10 for 
noninterleaved (BSQ) data; = 4)10 for 
Landsat-2/4 BIL data; = 5)10 for 
Landsat-3 BIL data 
Number of bits per pixel, always 8)10 
Resampling Applied: 
"lSlS" - none 
"CU" - cubic convolution 
. "NN" 2 nearest neighbor 
"'Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
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Table 8.-Header Record Format-Continued 
ORIGINAL PAG! IS 
Type'" Description Bytes OF POOR QIIAIIT'( 
E. Data Identification and Characteristics-Continued 
181-184 A 
185-190 N 
*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
, . 
Map projection: corresponds to that 
applied to fully processed data (UTM, PS 
or SaM) or to the first map projection 
set in the ancillary and annotation 
sections for partially processed data 
(UTM or PS) 
"UTM)\" = Universal Transverse 
Mercator (UTM) 
"PS)\)\" = Polar Stereographic (PS) 
"soMj\" = Space Oblique Mercator (SaM) 
"HOMj\" = Hotine Oblique Mercator (HOM). 
WRS offset from fully processed image 
center. Contains right (positive) or 
left (negative) pixel displacerlent of 
the WRS designation with respect to the 
picture center pixel (scan line 1492, 




r·:-~~--.... ~a... ~. '. 





l· i . I .y,~ 
Bytes Type* Description 








*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N - Numeric (ASCII) 
B - Binary 
Blank Fill (not used). 
Image data justification, always 
"R" indicating right justification. 
Location of most significant bit, 
always 0, indicating left. 
Number of pixels per scan line, in both 
partially processed and fully processed 
iJDnge data, always 3548)10 (including' 
fill pixels). 
Blank Fill (not used). 
Number of usable images per scene: 
- 1)10' Z)lO' 3)10' 4)10' or 5)10' 
MSS band number - 1)10' Z)10 1 3)10 or 
4)10 for Landsat-4 BSQ data; - 4)io; 
5)10' 6)10' 7)10 or 8)10 for Landsat-2./3 































Bytes Type'" Description 
E. Data Identification and Characteristics-Continued 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
207-212 A Blank Fill (not used). 
Trailer Data Characteristics 
213-216 N Trailer record length ~ 3600)10. 
217 N 
218-224 A 
F. Special Purpose Fields 
225 A 
226-228.:': A 
"'Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) . 
B - Binary 
Number of Trailer Records: 1).10 for 
BSQ, 4)10 or 5)10 for BIL. 
Blank Fill (not used). 
Orbital direction: 
"D" - descending node 
.. A" - ascending node 
Lat./Long. tick mark flag: a code of 
,~~X' in the bytes indicates that the 
latitude and longitude tick marks are 
provided in the annotation record. 
(Blank fill indicates exclusion of 
lat./long.) 
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Table 8.--Header Record Format--Continued 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
Bytes Type* OF POOR QUALlT'I Description 
i 









* Denotes field type: 
A ~ Aphanumeric (ASCII) 
N a Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Image Orientation Angle: Orientation of 
map projection coordinate system with 
respect to center line of fully 
processed image (in radians). (Zero 
filled for partially processed data as 
is contained in ancillary data records). 
Sensor mode: 
"LLISj\" = low gain linear 
"LCj\j\" ~ low gain compressed 
"HLj\j\" ~ high gain linear 
"Hej\IS" = high gain compressed. 
Blank fill for partially processed 
imagery (CCT-AM) 
OR 
Temporal Registration Data for fully 
processed imagery (CCT-PM). Byte 
assignments 241-356 are as follows: 

































Table 8.--Heoder Record Format--Continued 
Bytes Type'" 
F. Special Purpose Fields--Continued 
241-252 A 
'" Denotes field type: 
A ~ Aphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASQII) 
B ~ Binary 
Description 
ORIGINAL PAGI I§ 
OF POOR QUAbtff 
Scene 10 of reference image used for 
temporal registration processing of the 
form: )SADDDOHHMMSB where 
A a Landsat mission 2, 3, or 4 
DODD a Day number, relative to launch, 
at time of observation 
HR a Hour at time of observation 
MM d Minute at time of observation 
S a Tens of seconds at time of 
observation 
B a Band ID code: 1, 2, 3, or 4 for 
Landsat-4 BSQj 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8 for 
Landsat-2/3 BSQj or blank for BIL. 
4-46 
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Table 8.--Header Record Formnt--Continued 
Jlytes Type'" 
F. Special Purpose Fields--Continued 
253-260 A 
261-324 N 
. ':. .: 
"'Denotes field type: 
A - Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N - Numeric (ASCII) 
B - Binary 
." __ ,~.-o..,., 
Description 
wr.S Designator - 8 bytes of unique 
terrestial identifier of the form: 
j;MPPPRRR where 
M ~ A (for ascending node) or 
D (for descending node) 
PPP a nominal WRS path number 
RRR - nominal WRS row number. 
Scan line and pixel numbers of the 
common temporal registt'ation region of 
the re~Erence image and current image 
(image under processing, see figure 8). 
Temporal registration points PI through 
P4 are in the tabular form given below. 
Entries denote byte assignments scan 












































Table 8.-lIeader Record Format-Continued 
Bytes Type'" Description 
F. Special Purpose Fields-Continued 
; 
I Temporal Registration I 
I I 
c, I ~ 
• • I f 
I 
I 
" I • r I 
I 
I 









i' 333-336 N 
337-340 N 
*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric 
F N ~ Numeric 
V B ~ Binary 
Current Image Reference Image 






I Number Number Ntunber 
I 
I 265-268 269-272 273-276 
I 
I 281-284 285-188 289-292 
I 
I 297-300 301-304 305-308 
I 
I 313-316 317-320 321-324 
I 
Overlap Data: scan line and pixel 
numbers (in fully processed image) of the 
four overlap marks (see figure 9) as 
follows: 
Scan Line of First Overlap Mark (Upper 
Left). 
Pixel Number of First Overlap Mark. 
Scan Line of Second Overlap Mark (Upper 
Right) • 
Pixel Number of Second Overlap Mark. 
4-48 
































































Table 8.--Header Record Format--Continued 
Bytes Type'" 









"'Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumerie (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Dencription 
Scan Line of Second Overlap Mark (Lower 
Left). 
Pixel Number of Third Overlap Mark. 
Scan Line of Fourth Overlap Mark (Lower 
Right). 
Pixel Number of Fouth Overlap Mark. 
Nominal overlap mark pixel offse~ in 
fully processed image 'data (see figure 9). 
Geometric correction quality code: 
quality assessment of appended (CCT-AM) 
or applied (CCT-PM) geometric modeling 
data. For Landsat-2/3, coded as "9" for 
highest to "0" for lowest quality based 
on the number of control points applied 
by setting the code equal to the 
truncated integer value of the expression 
N+7 where 'N' is the number of contred 
8 
points. For Landsat-4, represents the 
number of parameters modeled in the 
















Bytes Type'" Description ORIGINAL PAGE I~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 

















Parameters Modeled I Geometric Correction Ouality I I None, correction is SCD I Acceptable I I only I I I Along track, across track I Good I I (control points used to I I I calculate translation I I I errors) I I I I Along track, across track I Good I I and yaw I I I Along track, across t;.;'ack I Excellent I I yaw, altitude I I I Along track, across track, I Excellent I I yaw, altitude, along track I I 
, rate, across track rate I I 
N Actual number of Tick Marks for Top (T), 
Left (L), Right (R) and Bottom (B) 
Annotation zones (Blank fill for 
partially processed data). 
,. filled for Landsat-2/3, following 
t, r ,andsat-4: 
"'Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
" B = Binary 
4-50 
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! . Table 8.--Header Record Format--Continued 
Bytes Type'" 
, .. '. 













r *Denotes field type: 
r A a Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
... L N a Numeric (ASCII) 
t • 
Description 
Overall Band Quality Indicator (see 
table 9). The assessment of the overall 
quality of a band of imagery based on the 
combined geometric, radiometric and image 
data quality. Four bytes, one code for 
each of four bands starting with band 1 
in byte 369. Bytes not used are blank 
filled. 
Radiometric Calibration Method 
"JlJlJlJI" ~ No corrections applied 
(engineering test mode) 
"HIST" = IUstogram method 
"CALW" * Cal wedge values only (no 
histograms) 
nNSTAn 2 Non-standard corrections 
applied (engineering test mode) • 
• ' B = Binary 
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Table 8.--Hcader Record Format--Continucd 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Bytes Type* 








*Denotes field type: 
A D Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binary 
Description 
. '. 
Relative Calibration Accuracy (RCA), 
maximum difference between detector 
means for the image. 
o ~ RCA ..::. 1.0 Excellent 
1.0 < RCA < 2.0 Good 
2.0 < RCA Acceptable 
Blank filled. 
Input Data Quality Indicators 
Telemetry: 
Number of ephemeris data points sampled 
in the telemetry interval. 
Number of rejected (outlier) ephemeris 
data points in the telemetry interval. 
Number of attitude data points sampled 
in the telemetry, interval. 
Number of rejected (outlier) attitude 
data points in the telemetry interval. 
Length of telemetry interval in seconds. 
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r 
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ORIGINAL PAGe IS 
Description OF POOR QUALITY 
Blank filled. 
Accuracy of ephemeris fit, RMS difference 
in meters between fit and data points. 3 
four-byte values, one ea,::h for altitude, 
along-track position, and across-track 
position. 
Blank filled. 
Accur~cy of attitude fit, RMS difference 
in radians between fit and data points. 
3 four-byte value, one each for pitch, 
roll and yaw. 
Control Points: 
Overall Band Quality codes of reference 
scene from which control points were 
. . 
extracted (see table 9); four bytes 
giving one code for each of four bands 
starting with band 1 in byte 437. Bytes 
not used are blank fillee. 
"'Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B 2 Binary 
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Table 8.--Header Record Format--Continued 
Bytes Type'" 






*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N D Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binary 
Description 
Control Points--Continued 
Number of geodetic control points used 
to correct reference image control point 
extraction process (control point library 
build) • 
Average"'''' previous regis~ration success; 
average percent previous successful 
registratj.ons of control points. 
Blank filled. 
Average"'''' autocorrelation peak value in 
control point generation process 
Ninety percent error ellipse of geodetic 
control point location in corree.ted 
reference image from which control points 
are extracted; ~wo values, along-track 
and across-track, (in meters). 
FP, FLS, FL (see figure 7 for explanation) 
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Table 8.---Header Record Format---Continued 
Bytes Type'" 





. : .: 
486 A 
487-492 A 
"'Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N 2 Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binary 
Description 
Control Points--Continued 
Correlation Factor; average"'''' 
autocorrelation peak values of control 
points used in the correction of the 
reference image from which control points 
are extracted 
Average"'* control point suitability 
measure; average of autocorrelation sur-
face peak curvatures 
Blank filled (not used) 
Data Source (ASCII) 
"G" 2 GSTDN, "W" = TDRSS/White Sands • 
":I:" a Transportable Ground Station 
Blank filled (reserved for processing 
anomaly indicator) 
Blank filled 
FP, FLS, FL (see Figure 7 for explanation) 





































*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Nume~ic (ASCII) 




Uncorrectable ECC count for the scene; 
total count accumulated during input of 
data in ROT-AM creation process. 
Indication of bit error rate for the 
scene; number of sweeps which had a least 
one minor frame sync loss (more than 
three consecutive minor frame sync words 
conta,ining at least one bit error). 
There are 6 bits per sync word, including 
calibration data. There are about 2100 
, ' 
. ,'. 
sync words per sweep. - . 
Blank filled. 
Use of Nominal Calibration Wedge ,'alues 
(GWV) 
4-56 
0) 10 ~ Not used 
1)10 - Used for comparison on~y 
2)10 ~ Use~ to replace GWV's 













Table 8.--Header Record Format--Continued 
Bytes Type'" 










Window Size; the neighborhood of the 
nominal values to which the actual CWVs 
are compared. 
Nominal Calibration ~edge Values; 144 
four-byte values, six values for each of 
six detectors per each of four bands. 
Fields for bands not present are blank 
filled. 
Band 1 NOminal ~alibration Wedge Values. 
Band 2 Nominal Calibration Wedge Values. 
Band 3 NOminal Calibration Wedge Values. 
Band 4 NOminal Calibration Wedge Values. 
Calibra~ion Wedge Quality; total n~ber 
of times CWV did not fall into nominal 
(+) window neighborhood. 144 four-byte 
- , 
values, one for each cal. wedge sample. 
Fields for bands not present are blank 
filled. 
"'Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 












Table 8.--Header Record Formnt--Continued 
Bytes Type'" 












"'Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binary. 
" .... ~ 
Description 
Band 1 Calibration Wedge Quality. 
Band 2 Calibration Wedge Quality. 
Band 3 Calibration Wedge Quality. 
Band 4 Calibration Wedge Quality. 
WRS scene center latitude in radians. 
WRS scene center longitude in radians. 
Blank filled. 
EDIPS performed contrast stretch; coded: 
"FH _ r"alse, "TO. - True .. 
EDIPS performed haze removal; coded: 
"F" - False, "TO. a True. 
EDIPS performed edge enhancement; coded: 
IIF" ,. False, "T" - True. 
Blank filled. 
4-58 
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Table B.-Ileader Record Format-Continued 
Bytes Type'" 






*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binary 
Description 
Blank filled for MSS BSQ. The following 
for MSS BIL: 
Indication of data present by band-
actual data is indicated as present by an 
"X" in the proper byte location starting 
with band 1 (Landsat-4) or band 4 
(Landsat-2/3) in byte 3573. When data 
for a given band is not present, it's 
pOSition will contain a blank rather than 
an "X". 
Blank filled. 
A five-byte field, with one ?yte for each 
of the MSS bands to indicate sensor gain 
options, coded: 
"R" - High Gain 
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Table 8.--Header Record Format--Continued 
Bytes Type,," 




*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B '" Binary 
Description 
A five-byte field, with one byte for each 
of the MSS bands to indicate the type of 
MSS transmission, coded: 
"1" • Linear Mode 








I ' I j 
A 
I J 
I "1 11 
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*E = EXCELLENT 

























**The Image, Quality Code is defined as follows: 
o ~ DQf ~ 1.5 = E 
1.5 .L. DQI ~ 4.5 = G 



















E or G or A 
A 
- ~ • 'c 
. . . .-. -.~.--.- ~ 
-'~~;-:...;:::.:..~ .... 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 


















E or G or A 
Where Dar i.!i defined as oal = Major frame f,ynch losses + Minor frame synch 105585/20 + Unrecoverable 
ECC count errors/2o. 
-. 






































































PI' P2• P3• P4 
Are the Corners of the 
Overlapping Region of the 
Reference Image and the 
Registered Image 




























Typical Overlap Mark -II---
Offset. Specified in " 
Header Bytes 357-360 
-, 
'I .. " " -- ~~. " 
Fully Processed 
Image Data 





The Location of this 
Corner Pixel in the Fully 
Processed Image is 
Typical Irr.age 
Overlap Mark 
Specified in Bytes 325-356,,/ • 32 Pixels "' 
of the Header" t 
r---~.w··Q .................... o •••••• ==== 



























• --J~, Pixel 
Image Overlap Marks 
Facilitate Alignment of 
Consllcutive Images in a 
Path. 
Figure 9. --Image O'Jeriap Marks and Common Overlapping Imagery 
4-63 
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Ancillary records occur only on partially processed CeT's (data without 
geometri~ ~orrections applied). The ancillary records contain various kinds of 
correction data which can be applied to the image data to produce a 
geometrically correct image. For each image, ancillary information for two ~p 
projecti':ms is provided with the first projection being either Polar 
Stereographic (PS) or Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) and the second 
projection being either Hotine Oblique Mercator (HOM) or Space Oblique Mercator 
(SOM) • There are a total of 18 ancillary recm-ds al:!.'anged on the tape in the 
following order: 
1. Two general ancillary records. 
2. Eight PS/UTM map projection records. 
3. Eight ROM/SOM map projection records. 
The two general ancillary records contain geometric modeling data. Th~ 
first of the two general records contains a set of spacecraft dependent 
constants, whe"eas, the second record contains image dependent spacecraft 
parameters. The format and content of the general ancillary records are ~ven 
in tables 10 and 11. 
The 16 map proj ection records contain horizontal resampling (RRS) and 
vertical resampling (VRS) geometric transformation grids as well as other 
projection dependent information. Since the eight PS/UTM and eight HOM/SOM 
projection records are ide.ntical in format and different only in content, their 
format and content description are given in a single table 12. Note that table 
12 begins with records 5 and 13, due to the occurrence of four prior records 
(file descriptor, header, and two general ancillary) in the leader file. 
4-64 
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Table 10.--General Ancillary Record 01 Format. 









*Denotes field Type: 
A D Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N .. Numeic (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Descri ption 
Record number - 3)10. 
Record type code: byte 5 .. 022)8 
byte 6 D 044)8 
byte 7 .. 022)8 
byte e .. 022)8 
Record Length D 3600)10. 
Nominal number of pixels per input image 
scan line. 
Number of scan lines in the partially 
processed input image. 
Nominal scc.e of inter-pixel distance in 
meters per pixel in the partially 
processed input image. 
Nominal scale of inter-line distance in 
meters per pixel in the partially 
processed input image. 
Number of pixels per line of fully 
processed output image. 
FP, FLS, FL (see figure 7 for explanation) 
4-65 
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*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
Number of lines per band of fully 
processed output image. 
Scale of inter-pixel distance in meters 
per pixel in fully processed output image. 
Scale of inter-line distance in meters 
per pixel in fully processed output image. 
Nominal spacecraft altitude in meters. 
Nominal input swath width in meters. 
MSS mir"or model coefficients (4 
values, 8 bytes each). 
MSS maximum mirror angle in radians. 
Scan skew constant (as a result of 
finite scan time) • 
Time between successive MSS mirror 
sweeps in seconds. 
Time for the active portion of an MSS 
mirror sweep in seconds. 
FP, FLS, FL (see figure 7 for explanation) 
4-66 









































*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binary 
Description 
Semi-major axis of Earth ellipsoid 
(International Spheroid) in meters. 
Semi-minor axis of Earth ellipsoid 
(International Spheroid) in meters. 
Earth curvature constant (dependent on 
spacecraft's nominal altitude and Earth 
radius) in meters -2 (one over square 
meters). 
MSS sampling delay constants (up to 26 
values, one for each detector) measured 
in input image along-scan pixel units 
(4 bytes each). 
MSS band-to-band of:Esets with respect 
to band 1 (Landsat-4) or band 4 
(Landsat-2/3) measured in input image 
along-scan pixel units. For Landsat-4, 
3 values, 4 bytes each starting at byte 
269 (one value for each of bands 2, 3, 
and 4). For Landsat-2/3, 5 values, 4 
bytes each (one value each for 5, 6, 7, 
8A and 8B). 

























"'Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
." .. 
Description 
Zero Fill (not used). 
4-68 


























*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
ORIGINAL PAGE I~ 
OF POOR QUALIT'\ Description 
Record number - 4)10. 
Record type code: byte 5 .. 022)8 
byte 6 =- 044)8 
byte 7 .. 022)8 
byte 8 .. 022)8 
Record length 
.. 3600) 10. 
WRS path and row numbers: eight 
characters in the form "J5PPPJ5RRR" 
where PPP = path number, RRR .. row 
number. 
WR': frame center latitude in radians. 
WRS frame center longitude in radians. 
Spacecraft time of frame center 
(Universal time) , same format as bytes 
109-124 i? Header. 
Zero Fill (not used). 
FP, FLS, FL (see Figure 7 for explanation) 
4-69 
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Table 11.--Ganeral Ancillary Record 02 Format--Continued 
Bytes 























A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
Scene center latitude in radians. 
Scene center longitude in radians. 
Scene center in Earth-centered, Earth-fixed 
coordinates in meters (3 values X, Y and Z, 
8 bytes each). 
Spacecraft heading angle at scene center 
(beta} in radians. 
Scan line coordinate of scene c~nter in 
partially processed input image. 
Pixel coordinate of scene center in 
partially processed input image. 
Normalized spacecraft velocity errclr 
from nominal at nadir • 
Earth rotation velocity at nadir in 
m~ters per second. 
.~ 
Earth rotation parameter (image skew), 
in radians. 
FP, FLS, FL (see figure 7 for explanation) 
4-70 
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*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
Spacecraft state vector at Bcene center: 
Pitch in radians. 
Roll in radians. 
Yaw in radians. 
X in Km. 
Yin Km. 
Z in Km. 
Delta pitch in radians/sec. 
Delta. roll in radians/ sec. 
Delta yaw in radians/sec. 
Delta X in Km/sec. 
Delta Y in KID/sec. 
Delta Z in KID/sec. 

















































"'Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Nu~eric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
Spacecraft state vector at scene center: 
Zero f11J •• 
Total number of control points used in 
geometric correction model. 
Zero filled for Landsat-2/3. Followinz 
for Landsat-4: ' 
Number of geodetic control points used 
in geometric correction model. 
Total number of control point 
correlations attempted. 
Number of correlated control points 
rejected during modeling process (that 
is, outside predefined limits, indicating 
an undesirable centrol point for some 
reason). 
FP, FLS, FL (see figure 7 for explanation) 
4-72 
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*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binary 
Description OF p AGE IS OOR QtMUTY 
RMS along-track geometric modeling error 
(that ia, how well the geometric model 
matched the control point data), in 
meters •. 
RMS across-track geometric modeling 
error, in meters. 
Zero fill. 
Distribution of control points used. The 
number of control points in each zone of 
the WRS frame (used in the geometric 
correction model) is glven (one byte per 
zone). 
Identification of control points used. 
Up to 25 control points, each using eight 
bytes of the format ~BtXXYYY where ~ -
blank; B ~ band number 1, 2, 3 or 4; 
T - Type (G,S,R); XX - Zone 01-25; 
YYY - Sequence within Scene 001-999. 
Zero fill. 
FP, FLS, FL (see figure 7 for explanation) 
4-73 
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"'Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
Geometric Correction Parameters 
Ephemeris Data: 
Time of the first set of ephemeris 
entries of the form: 
"YYDDDHHMMSSmmm" where 
YY - Last two digits of year 
DDD = julian day of year 
HH = Hour 
MM = minutes 
SS = seconds 
mmm = micro-seconds 
Time interval between successive sets of 
ephemeris entries (in seconds). 
Number of sets of ephemeris entries. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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Table 11~--General Ancillary Record g2 Format--Continued ORIGINAL PAGE IS OF POOR QUALITY 
Bytes 
6',';> 1142 FLS, FP 
1143-1156 A 
.: .~ 
*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
Description 
Up to 16 sets of ephemeris entries, each 
set consists of seven values: spacecraft 
loca~ion (x,y,z) in FLS format, 
spacecraft velocity (V
x
' Vy ' Vz ) in FLS 
format and a data quality indicator Q in 
FP format. Where Q can take on the 
values: 
0)10 - corresponding input data--valid. 
1)10 - no corresponding input data. 
2)10 - corresponding input data--not 
valid. 
Coordinate system is Earth-centered, 
Earth-fixed. 
Attitude Data: 
Time of the first set of attitude entries 
of the form: 
"YYDDDHHMMSSmmm" -where 
y:y - last two digits of year 
DDD d julian day of year 
HH ,. hour 
MM = minutes 
SS = seconds 
mmm = micro-seconds 
FP, FLS, Fl, (see figure 7 for explanation) 
4-75 
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Table 11.--Gcneral Ancillary Record 82 Format--Continued . ORIGINAL PAGE IS 




1165-2124 FLS, FP 
*Denotes field type: 
Dencr! ption 
Attitude Data: 
Time interval between successive sets of 
attitude entries, in seconds. 
Number of sets of attitude entries. 
Up to 60 sets of attitude entries, each 
set consists of four values: pitch angle 
(radians) in FLS format, roll angle 
(radians) in FLS format, yaw angle 
(radians in FLS format, and a data 
quality indicator Q in FP format. 
Where Q can take on the values: 
0)10 - valid data. 
1)10 - angular increment data not 
valid; replaced by la3t good 
value. 
angular increment data not 
valid; replaced by o. 
3) 10 - no valid drift bias; replaced 
by O. 
4)10 - angular increment data not 
available; initial attitude 
information used. 
5)10 - initial attitude information 
not available; replaced by O. 
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Table 11.--General M1cillary Record '2 Formnt--Continued ORIGINAL PAGE 13 




( 3013-3204) FLS 
3013-3060 FLS 
3061-3108 FLS 
*Denotes field type: 
A - Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N - Numeric (ASCII) 
B - Binary 
Description 
Attitude Dntn.--Continued 
Partinl derivntives for SOM projec,tj.on. 
There nrc 12 mntrices, ench mntrix is 
3x5. The 12 mntrices arc partial 
derivatives of X nnd Y with respect to 
each of six spacecraft pnrameters; along-
track location; across-trnck location, 
altitur!e, pitch, roll, yaw. 
Zero fill - not used. 
Multiplicntive gain and additive (bias) 
radiometric correction constants, two 
values for e~ch of six detectors in the 
order: Detector 1 multipli~ative 
conatant, Detector 1 ndditive constant, 
Detector 2 multiplicative constant, etc. 
Fields for bnnds not present are'zero 
filled. 
Band 1 multiplicntive nnd ndditive 
radiometric correction constants. 
Band 2 multiplicative and additive 
radiometric correction constants. 
































Band 3 multiplicat',ve and additive 
radiometric correction constants. 
Band 4 multiplicative and additive 
radiometric correction constants. 
Zero fill. 
ORIGINAL pAG,E IS 
OF pOOR QUALITY 
b "'Denotes field type: 
I 
i 11 
I J U 
A a Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N a Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binary 































ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Table 12.--Ancillary Map Projection Record Formats. .. , ....... 
(records numbered 5 through 12 refer to UTM/PS, records numbered 13 through 20 
refer to SOM/HOM) 

















A ~ Aiphanumeric (ASCII) 
N a Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
Record number ~ 5)10 for UTM/PS; = 13)10 
for SOM/HOM. 
Record type code: byte 5 = 044)8 
byte 6 a 044)8 
byte 7 




byte 8 ~ 022)8 
Record length = 3600)10. 
HRS Pixel Coordinates (Row number 1). 
Line Fill Left Count (Row number l). 
Line Fill Right Count (Row number 1). 
HRS Pixel Coordinates (Row number, 2)'. 
Line Fill Left Count (Row number 2). 
Line Fill Right Count (Row number 2). 
**Each coordinate and grid line fill count (for all rows) is in the Fixed 
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Table 12.--Ancillary Map Projection Record Formats--Continued 
Records 5 and 13.--Continued 









*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
DescrIption 
HRS Coordinates and Fill Counts (Row 
number 3. 
HRS Coordinates end Fill Counts (Row 
numbers 4-12). 
Zero Fill (not used). 
ORIGINAL PA~fi! I~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Description 
Record number ~ 6)10 for UTM/PS; = 14)10 
for SOM/HOM. 
Record type code: byte 5 = 044)8 







byte 8 - 022)8 
**Each coordinate and grid line fill count (for all rows) is in the Fixed 



















































Table 12.--Ancillary liap Projection Record Formats--Continued ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 











*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCT.I) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
Record length - 3600)10. 
lliL~ Coordinates and Fill Counts (Row 
numbers 13-24). 
Zero Fill (not used). 
Description 
Record number = 7)10 for UTM/PSj a 15)10 
for SOM/HOM. 
Record type code: byte 5 = 044)8 
byte 6 - 044)8 




byte 8 = 022)8 
Record length = 3600)10. 
"''''Each coordinate and grid line fill count (for all rows) is in the Fixed 
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Table 12.--Ancillary Map Projection Record Formats--Continued ORJGINAt: PAGE i~ 


















*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric ,(ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Deacription 
HRS Coordinates and Fill Counts (Row 
numbers 25-36). 
Zero Fill (not used). 
Description 
Record number ~ 8)10 for UTM/PS; ~ 
16)10 for SOM/HOM. 
Record type code: byte 5 = 044)8 
byte 6 = 044)8 
byte 7 a 333)8 for 
UTM/PS 
byte 8 a 355)8 for 
SOM/HOM 
Record lengt:h - 3600) 10. 
HRS Coordinates and Fill Counts (Row 
numbers 37-48). 
Zero Fill (not used). 
**Each coordinate and grid line fill count (for all rows) is in the Fixed 
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Table 12.-Ancillary Map l'roject;ion Record Formats--Continued ORIGINAL Pite'" EO 
OF POOR QUAUrY 




















A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B a Binary 
"''''Each coordinate and grid line 
Point Grid Format (see figure 
Description 
Record number D 9)10 for UTM/PS; -
17)10 for SOM/HOM. 
Record type code: byte 5 = 044)8 
byte 6 = 044)8 




byte 8 = 022)8 
Record len.~th - 3600) 10. 
HRS Coordinates and Fill Counts (Row 
numbers 49-51). 
Ze,o Fill (not used). 
VRS Line Coordinates (Row number 1).' 
", 
VRS Coordinates (Row numbers 2-8). 
Zero Fill (not used). 



















Table 12.--Ancillary Map Projection Record Formats--Continued 






2941-3600 .: B 
Records 11 and 19 
Bytes 
1-4 B 
*Denotes field ty~e: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binary 
DescriI!tion 
ORIGINAL PAO::: If] 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Record number • lD) lD FOR UTM/PSj • 
18)10 ~or SOM/HOM. 
Record type codel byte 5 ~ 044)8 
byte 6 = 0(14) 8 




byte 8 = 022)8 
Record length = 3600)10. 
VRS Coordinates (Row numbers 9-20}. 
Zero Fill (not used). 
Descripti'.)u 
Record number ~ l1)lD for UTH/PS; 
~ 19)10 for SOM/HOM. 
**Each coordinate and grid line fill count (for all rows) is in the Fixed 
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Table 12.--Ancillary Map Projection Record Formats--Continue~' 
... : ..... .:.u,.,. 
Recorda 11 and 19.--~ontinued 





Recorda 12 and 20 
Bytes Type* 
1-4 B 
*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binar"J 
**Each coordinate and grid line 
Point Grid Format (see figure 
, 
1 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS • 
OF POOR QUAL/lY 
Description 
Record type code: byte 5 a 044)8 
byte 6 n 044)8 




byte 8 ~ 022)S 
Record length ~ 3600)10. 
, 
~TRS Coordinates (Row numbers 21-32). 
Zero :HII (not used). 
Description 
Record Number· 12)10 FOR UTI1/PS 
- 20) 10 for SOM. 


















Table 12.--Ancillary Map Project Record Formats--Continued ORIGINAL PAGE \11 











*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B - Binary 
'Description 
Offset of WRS center from fully 
processed image cente~ pixel (in pixel 
units). Displacement: of the WRS 
designation ~i:h respect to the picture 
center pixel (scan line 1492, pi.xel 
1774). Most significant bit indicates 
the sig,,; "'0" ~ positive with WRS 
center to right of picture center and 
1" • negative lath WRS center to left 
of picture center. 
Temporal Registration Scene 
Identification. Same format as bytes 
241-260 of Header. 
Scan line and pixel numbers for 
temporal registration marks for 
referenced image and current image 
(image under processing, see Header 
bytes 261-324 and figure 8). 
Overlap Data: scan line and pixel 
numbers (in binary) of the four overlap 
marks as given in Header bytes 325-356, 
table 8. 
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Tabla 12.--Ancillary Map Project Record ~ormats--Continued 
ORIGINAl.. PAGE \S 
OF POOR QUALlT'l 










*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
Actual number of tick marks. One byte 
for each edge: top, left, right and 
bottom. 
Input sample value of four corner 
points in output image (band 
independent). 
Image Orientatjop' Angle - orientation 
of map projection coordinate system 
with respect to center line of fully 
processed imag~ in radians. 
NSWEEPS - number of sweeps prior to scene 
center ut. which the HRS, VRS grid points 
begin. 
Zero Fill (noe used). 
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4.3.4 Annotation Record 
The annotation record data contain the alphanumeric information printed by. 
the film recorder at the bottom of the film product and the tick mark 
information that surrounds the corr.ected and framed image. For partially 
processed data, there will be two annotation records, the first with tick marks 
given in either the UTM or PS formats and the second with tick marke given iu 
either the SOM or HOM formats. The format of the annotation record is given in 
table 13. 
Segment C (bytes 413-3600) of the annotation record contains tick mark 
coordinates in either UTM, PS, SOM, or HOM projection formats. As indicated in 
header bytes 226-228, it may also include tick mark coordinates in 
latitude-longitude format with one tick mark coordinate'value for each of the 
top, left, right and bottom tick mark zones (see figures 10, 11 and 12 for 
allowed tick mark f.ormats) • 
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Table 13.--Annotation Recorn Format 
Bytes Type* 




B. Image Annotation Data 
13-20 A 
21-37 A 
*Denotes field type: 
A '" Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N .. Numeric (ASCII) 
B .. Binary 
- .. ---
.. ... .".,. '-".,». 
Description 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALllY 
.. 
Record number" 3)10 for files 
preceeding fully processed image data: 
~ 21)10 and 22)10 for files preceding 
partially processed image data. 
Record type code: byte 5 '" 022)8 
byte 6 .. 333)8 
byte 7 '" 022)8 
byte 8 .. 022)8 
Record length'" 3600)10. 
Day, month and year of image 
acquisition: 8 bytes of the form 
MDDMMMYY~M where MMM is a standard 
alpha abbreviation for month (ASCII). 
Image format center - latitude and 
longitude of the center of the MSS 
image format in degrees and minutes; 
for example "C~N33-05/W1l5-18". 
4-90 
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Tablc 13.--Annotation Record Formnt--Continued 
Bytes 





*Denotes field type: 
A - Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N - Numeric (ASCII) 
B - Binary 
Deocription ORIGIN4L 
WRS pnth and row identificr and orbital 
direction indicator: of form 
·XPPP-RRR~" where X indiclltes 
ascending (A) or descending (D) node, 
llnd PPP-RRR indicates WRS path & row 
numbers. 
Nominal WRS center lntitudc and longitudc; 
for cxample: "N~N33-03/ln 15-42". 
Sensor (HSS) and spectral band 
identification code of the form 
"S~BBBB~~N" where: 
S - sensor, coded 'M' 
BBBB· Band by position, e.g., ~2~~ 
indicates band 2 
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I Table l3.-Annotation Record Fonnat--Continlled 
: 
Dytes Type* 
D. Image Annotation Data-Continued 
74-87 A 
(88-99) 
*Denotes field type: 
A - Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N • Numeric (ASCII) 
D - Binary 
Description 
Sun Angles - the sun elevation angle 
and sun a~imuth angle measured 
clockwise from true North at time of 
midpoint of MSS frame is specified to 
the nearest degree (blank for ascending 
node coverage), fo,r example 
"SUN)iEL30)iA015". 
Processing Codes. These codes apply to 
the geometric correction matrix values 
and to the final geometrically 
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I Table 13.--Annotation Record Format--Continued 
ORIGINAL PAGE 19 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Bytes 
B. Image Annotation Data--Continued 
88 A 
Description 
Defines the type of geometric correction 
applied to the data: 
"U" - uncorrected (engineering test mode) 
"S" = system level corrected (Systematic 
Correction Data (SCD) only, no 
control point correction applied) 
"G" = geometrically corrected based on 
< geodetic information (no temporal 
89 A 
*Denotes field type: 
A " Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N " Numeric (ASCII) 
B " Binary 
registration performed since 
geodetic control points used were 
not from a single reference im:.ge) 
"T" " temporal registration to a single 
reference image (reference image 
corrected using geodetic control 
points) 
"R" " temporal registration to a single 
reference image (no geodetic 
information available when 











Table 13.--Annotation Record Format--Continued 
ORIGINAL PAGll k~ 
OF POOR Qt !AlIT'f 
Bytes Type* 







*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
Defines the map projection: 
"P" ~ Polar Stereographic projection 
"S" ~ Space Oblique Mercator projection 
"Un ~ Universal Transverse Mercator 
projection 
"H" ~ Hotine Oblique Mercator projection 
"-" 
Indicates the resampling algorithm 
applied: 
"C" R cubic convolution 
"N" = nearest neighbor 
"1L" P =7 geometrically uncorr~cted imagery 
Indicates the type of ephemeris data 
used to compute the geometric correction 
matrices: 
"P" ~ predictiv,e 
"D" - definitive 
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Table 13.--Annotation Record FQrmat--Continued 
Bytes Type'" 







*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
" 
Dcscription 
Gives the processing procedure: 
"N" ~ normal processing procedure 
"A" a abnormal processing procedure 
(engineering tcst moda) 
Blank OS). 
Indicates the sensor gain: 
"H" a high gain 
"L" = low gain 
Shows the type of MSS 
transmission: 
1 - linear mode 
2 a compressed mode 
Blank Os). 
Agency and Project .Ldentificat.ion: 
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Table ,J.--Annotation Record Format--Continued 
Bytes Type'" 
B. Image Annotation Data---Continued 
113-127 A 
128-412 B 
"'Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B - Binary 
Description 
ORfGlNAl PAGE IS 
OF pOOR QUALITY 
Frame identification number - each 
image or frame will have a unique 
identifier which will contain encoded 
information consisting primarily of 
time of acquisition (Universal Time) 
relative to launch. Its format is 
E-NDDDD-HIlHI-IS-B and is interpreted as 
follows: 
E - Encoded project identifier 
N = Landsat mission number 
DDDD ~ Day number relative to 
launch, at time of observation 
HH - Hour at time of observation 
HH - Minute at time of 
observation 
S - Tens of seconds at time of 
observation 
B - Band identifi~ation code: 
1, 2, 3 or 4 for Landsat-4j 
4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 for Landsat-2/3 
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Table 13 ..... Annotation Record Formnt .... Continued ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALIlY 
Bytes Typel\: 













*Denotes field type: 
A m Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N m Numeric (ASCII) 
B • Binary 
Description 
Top edge tick mark data. 
Zero Fill (not used). 
Left side tick mark data, first. 
Zero Fill (not used). 
Left side tick mark data, concluding. 
Zero Fill (not used). 
Right side tick mark data, first. 
Zero Fill (not used). 
Right side tick mark data, concluding. 
Zero Fill (not used). 
Bottom edge tick mark data. 

























UTM TIck Mark (ASCII Notation) 
IXIXI~lol315jvlvlvl 
~ '---''I. - / '---..------' 
• ~" .. ~ Jr'h .... ' . 
.; ... ~. -. 
1 3 ~Ianks (Trailing B;"i1~ Format! 
Coordinate- Ranges from 000 to 995 in Increments of 
5; Scale Factor is 104m (Therefore, Value 
Shown Reprer-ents 350,OOOm) 
Either N for Northing (Sides) or 
E for Easting (Top and Bottom! 
Binary Location of the TIck Mark: 
Either Pixel Number for Top or Bottom Edge 
or Line Number for Left or Right Side 
Polar Stereographic TIck Mark (ASCII Notation! 
"'"I X I X I ~ I + I 0 I 3 I 5 I V I V I 
'-----..----/ '---'~ '\ - / '-----' 1 2 ~Ianks (Trailing Blank Format! 
Coordinate-Same as in UTM 
Quadrant Sign of Coordinate 
Either X or Y, Both Can Appear on Any Edge 
Binary Location of TIck Mark·Same as in UTM 


















ORIGINAL PAGE 19 
OF POOR QUALITY 
SOM/HOM Tick Mark (ASCII Notationl 
I X 1 X 1 ~ lot 3 1 5 ! v.1 V I V I 
'-----' '-" \ - I \ _ I 
'T 
1 
1 3 Blanks (Trailing Blank Format) 
Coordinate-Same as in UTM 
y 
Either V for Top and Bottom or rJ t,)r Sides 
Binary Location of TIck Mark-Same as in UTM 
Figure 11. --Annotation of TIck Mark Formats for SaM/HOM 
4-99 
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ORIGINAL PAGE: IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Latitude. Longitude Tick Mark 
... ~~:.:~,,~ . 
".-. "t 
/X/X/f/O/3/0//4/5/ 
~ -j ~--;:;CII Numbers Indicating Minutes to the Nearest 
Quarter Degree of the Geodetic Coordinate (e.g .. 
"45" for .75 Degrees! 
A Constant ASCII '~Dash" 
Number of Integral Degrees (In ASCII) of the 
Ge"dedtic Coordinate (for example. "030" for 30 Degreesl 
ASCII Coordinate Character Indicating North or 
South Latitude or East or West Longitude 
Binary Location of the Tick Mark: 
Either Pixel Number for Top or Bottom Edge or Line 
Number for Left or Right Side 
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Image File 
ORIGINAL PAGE \!J 
OF POOR QUALITY 
The image file ia composed of a file descriptor record and image data 
• 
records. It follnws the leader file as illustrated in figure 5. The image file 
contains the actual image data, along with data format information ~nd per-line 
support data such as quality codes, fill pixel counts, and scan line 
identifications. 
4.4.1 File Descriptor Record 
The file descriptor record is the first record of each image file, and it 
introduces that file. The image file descriptor record variable segment (bytes 
181-448) gives the number and length ~f the image records; describes the data 
format ·in terms of tlle p:l.xel group, the data ':ontent, and the overall image; and 
gives the location of significant data fields in the record prefix and suffix. 
Specific field locator information in oytes 297 through 448 is given in a series 
of 8-byte codes each of which are structured as follows: 
Bytes Description 
1-4 Tht. byte number within the prefix or suffix of the first byte of 
the field. 
5-6 The length, in bytes, of the field. 
7 Coded "P" or "SO indicating that the information is in the scan 
line prefix or suffix, respectively. 
8 Indicates the type of data in the field. Codes "A" for 
alphanumeric; "N" for numeric; "B" for binary. 






















Table 14.--The File Deocriptor Record Fonnnt for the Imnge File. ORIGINAL PAG£ IS 








29-30 .: .: A 
*Denotes f.ield type: 
A - Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 
B - Binary 
Deocription 
Record number - 1)10 
Record type code: byte 5 - 077)8 
byte 6 - 300)8 
byte 7 - 022)8 
byte 8 a 022)8 
Length of this record - 3600) 10. 
ASCII/EBCDIC flag for this file - "All" 
indicating ASCII. (EBCDIC not 
available. ) 
Blanko. 
Control document number for this 
embodiment (i.e., this document's numbe.r) 
Control document number for this 
embodiment revision number (i.e., thio 
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65-68 .... A 
·69-76 N 
*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N a Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF FOOR QUALITV 
File design descriptor revision letter: 
2-bytes giving the revision letter of 
the file format (as opposed to revisions 
which affect the control document 
without affecting the file format). 
Coded ")\A" unless this record format is 
modified. 
Software release number for this file. 
File number: sequence number of this 
file within the logical volume. The 
volume directory file is not included 
in this count. 
File identification: same as file 
pointer record, bytes 21-36. 
Record sequence and location type flag: 
always coded "FSEQ" indicating a fixed 
record lc~ation of record numbers. 
Sequence number location: always coded 
. ", . 
")\)\)\)\)\)\)\1" :1.ndicating that record number 

















*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B a Binary 
Description OI~IGINAL PAGE IS 
Of" POOR QUALITY 
, . 
Sequence number field length: always 
coded ")\)\)\4" indicating a 4 byte record 
number field. 
Record code and location type flag: 
always coded "FTYP" indicating a fixed 
record location of the type code field. 
Record code location: always r.~ded 
")\)\)\)\)\)\)\5" indicating that record code 
starts in record byte fivp.. 
Record code field length: always coded 
")\)\)\4" indicating a 4 byte record code. 
Record length and location type flag: 
always coded "FLGT" indicating a fixed 
record location of the record length 
field. 
Record length location: always coded 
")\)\)\)\)S)S)\9" indicating that record length 





















, . .. , . 








*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N m Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Descrip.tion 
Record length field length: al\olays 
coded ")\)\)\4" indicating a 4 byte record 
length field. 
Flag indicating that data interpretation 
iuformation is included with:!n file 
descriptor record: coded "N" indicating 
NO. 
Flag indicating that data interpretation 
informa.tion is included within records 
other than the file descriptor record: 
coded "N". 
Flag indicating that data display 
information is included with the file 
descriptor record: coded "N". 
Flag indicating that data display 
information is included within the file 
in record(s) other than the file 
descriptor: coded "N". 
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, Tabla 14.--Tha fila Dellcriptor Rucord FOl,nnt for the IIDl\SCl Ulu--Colltil\uud 
---------------------------------------------nDOR~NA~~S 









"'Denotcs fillld type: 
A .. Alplu\I\lI1\\odc (ASCII) 
N .. NlII1l0riC (ASCII) 
n .. n:l.nnry 
Numbur of imngu rucords .. 2983)10 for 
fully processed lISQ; .. 2400)10 for 
partially proccsscd nSQ; .. 11,932)10 
for fully pt'occlIsod LnIllI!Hlt-2/4 IIIl.; 
.. 111,915) 10 for fully llt'OCC!HlCd Lanlisnt-3 
IIIl.; "9600) 10 for pat'tially procesllcd 
Lanli!mt-2/4 IIIL; .. 12,000)10 for 
pnrtinlly llt'OCC!J:lCd Lnndsn t-3 IIIL. 
Imnge record lOl\gth • 3600)10. 
RCSU1'Vod (blllnks). 
Pixol Group Dntn 
Numbllr of bits pur pixel .. 8. 
Numbur of pixols pOl.' dntn group • 1. 
Nllmbur of bytos Illlr dlltll group" 1. 
Justificlltion nnd ordor of pixclll 












Table 14.-The File Deocriptor Record Format for the Image File--Continued 










*Denotes field type: 
A - Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N - Numedc (ASCII) 
B 2 Binary 
Image Datn in this File 
Number of (images) bands d 1 for BSQ; -
4 for Landsat-2/4 HIL; 5 for Landsat-3 
BIL. 
Number of lines per image (excluding 
border lines) d 2983 for fully processed 
image data; - 2400 for partially 
processed image data. 
Number of left border pixels per line: 
coded zeL~ indicating no constant border. 
Number of image pixels per line 
(includes pad pixels). 
Number of right border pixels per 
line: coded zero indicating no 
constant border. 
Number of top border lines: coded zero 
ind:l.cating no constant border. 
Number of bottom border lines: coded 
zero indicating no constant border. 
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Table 14.--The File Descriptor Record Format for the Image File--Continued 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 








*Denotes field type: 
A 2 Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Image Data in this File--Continued 
Interleaving indicator coded "BSQ)\" 
or "BIL)\n. 
Record Data in this File 
Number of physical records per line a 1. 
Number of physicsl records per 
multispectral line in this file ~ 4)10 
if Landsat-2/4 BIL; - 5)10 if Landsat-3 
BIL; - 1)10 if BSQ. 
Number of bytes of prefix data per 
record - 12)10. 
Number of bytes of image data per 
record - 3548)10 (includes pad pixels). 
Number of bytes of suffix data per 
record 28)10 (note that suffix is 





























*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
-N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binary 
Description 
Prefix/Suffix Data Locators: 
Scan line number locator: coded 
"lSlSJ\lb2PB" for fully processed image data 
or blanks for partially processed image 
data. 
Image (band) number locator: coded 
blanks for fully processed image data or 
"lSJ\llJ\lPB" for partially processed 
image data. 
Time of scan line locator: coded 
blanks for fully processed image data or 
"J\J\lSllOPA" for partially processed 
image data. 
Left-fill count locator: coded blanks 
for partially processed image data, 
"lSJ\lS5J\4PB" for fully processed image 
data. 
Right-fill count locator: coded blanks 
for partially processed image data, 

























393-400 .c" A 
401-432 A 
*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
Prefix/Suffix Data Locators--Continued 
Blanks 
Scan line quality code locator: coded, 
"JlJlJl3l!ZPA" for fully processed 
image data or "JllSJl4}SlSB" for partially 
processed image data. 
Calibration information field locator: 
coded blanks for fully processed 
image data or ")$JlJl5J16SB" for partially 
processed image data. 
Gain values field locator: coded blanks 
for fully processed image data or 
"JlJlI3lSZSB" for partially processed 
image data. 
Bias values field locator: coded blanks 
for fully processed image data or 
























*Oenotes field type: 
A - Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N - Numeric (ASCII) 
B - Binary 
(, 
Prefix/Suffix Dnta Locators--Continucd 
Number of left !:ill hits within pixel: 
coded "~)\)S1~. 
~'''' , . 
Numbe1: of right fill bits within pixel: 
coded ")\)\)\0". 























, . ," 
4.4.2 Image Data Records 
An image data record contains one scan line of MSS imagery plus ~sBociated 
support data such as calibration, pad pixels, and quality. The 12 bytes of 
standard record introductory data (reco'rd number, record type code and record 
leng~ l\) arc followed by a 12-byte scan line identifier. The scan line 
identifier has a different format depending on whether the image data have or 
have not been geometrically corrected. The scan line identifier is followed by 
image data, and these are followed by support data when the image Ims not been 
geometrically corrected. The per-sean-line support data are defined in the file 
descriptor record variable segment and described in the header record, as are 
the length, justification, and pixel content of image data groups. It should be 
repeated that end-of-line support (suffix) data only accompany data that do not 
have geometric corrections applied; the support-data section of geometrically 
corrected image data is zero-filled (that is, not used). The format and content 
of the image data record are given in table 15 for geometrically uncorrected 
image data (CCT-AM) and tablc'16 for geometrically corrected image data 
(CeT-PM) • ... 
" 
ORIGINAl. PAGE IS 














Table 15.--1,mage Record Format for Geometrically Uncorrected Data (CGT-AM). 
____ ~B~y~t~e~B ____________ ~TLy~p~e_* __________ ~D~e~B~c~ri~p~t~i~o~n~ __________________________ . 




B. Prefix Data 
13-22 A 
23 B 
*Denotes field type: 
A - Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N - Numeric (ASCII) 
B '. Binary 
Record number - 2)10 for 1st image 
record and incremented by one for each 
subsequent record. 
Record type code: 
byte 5 = 355)8 
byte 6 
- 355)8 
byte 7 " 022)8 
byte 8 .: 022)8 
Record length = 3600)10. 
Scan line time in.the form: 
"DDDHHMMSST" where 
DDD - day of year 
HH a hour 
11M - minutes 
5S - seconds 
T = tenths of second 
Band indicator. 
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Table 15.--Image Record Format for Geometrically Uncorrected Data (CCT-AM)--
Continued 
Bytes TypeII' 
B. Prefix Data--Continued 
24 B 
C. Image Data 
25-3572 B 
D. Suffix (Support) Data 
3573-3574 B 
3575 B " 
357/i B 
*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Al~~anumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 
B ~ Binary 
Description 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUAl.lTY 
Scan line count reset to 1 every other 
mirror sweep cycling 1-12)10 throughout 
image. 
Image pixels. 
Original line length - the actual number 
of pixels in the original geometrically 
uncorrected image scan line. 
Time Code Indicator - contains a 1)10 
if time code in SLID was calculated 
(i.e., was not obtained from video dsta 
stream) otherwise zero. 
Quality Code:: 
0)10 - Good Quality 
1)10 Not u.sed in Landsat 4 
2) 10 - Filled line on Input 


























*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
Selected Calibration Wedge Values 
(CWV's) - six 1 byte binary numbers; one 
for each Calibration Wedge sample 
(Binary val.ues ranging from 0 to 63). 
Nominal Cal. Indicator of Calibration 
Wedge substitution: of the fOLm 
00XIXZX3X4X5X6 where bits Xl thru X6 
are flags for each wedge sample, e.g., 
00000100 indicates that sample 84 ~as 
replaced by a nominal value. 
Zero fill. 
Calibration Wedge Gain Value applied in 
the radiometric correction process. A 
16-bit binary number** with bit 15 being 
the left-most bit and bit 0 the right-
most. The value has a fixed binary 
point between bits lQ and 9. 
Zero fill. 











Toble 15.--Imoge Record FonDnt for Geometricnlly Uncorrected Datn (CCT-AH)-
Continued 








*Denotes field type: 
A - Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N - Numeric (ASCII) 
B - Binnry 
Of pOOT\ 
Calibration Wedge Bino Value npplied in 
the radiometric correction process. A 
16-bit binary number** with bit 15 the 
left-moot bit and bit ~ the right-most. 
The vl\lue has n fixed bi.nary point 
between bits 2 and 1. 
Zero fill 
Zero filled for Landsat-2/3. Following 
for Landsat-4: 
llistogram Gain Value - (same fonnat as 
Calibration Wedge Gain Value). 
Zero fill 
llistogram Bias Value - (same fOnDat as 
Calibration Wedge Bias V~lue). 
Zero fill . - . 

















'tllblu 16.--1mll&lI RlIcord POrll\IIt fOl' GcollllltriclIlly Conllctlld Dlltll (CC'f-PH). 
lIytuu . 









*DnnoCllu fl1l1tl typo: 
A .. tUphntl\l\l\lldc (ASCII) 
N .. NUU\I'l':!.C (ASCII) 
II .. Il;lnnry 
Ollucdpt:ion 
Rllcorl\ nlllllbor .. 2) 10 for lut rllcord 
incl'I'III('ntod by (mo for ollch !lubr-0lluont 
rl'cord • 
• 
RIll10rtl typo eotlo: 
byco 5 .. 355)8 
by to 6 .. 355)8 
bytu 7 .. 022)8 
bycll 8 .. 022)8 
Roeord l<mgth .. 3(,00) 10. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Selin .tino cOllnt, 1-2983)10. 
SCIIIl 11no lIl1llUty couo of tho form: 
~Q~" - Gootl QlIlll:l.CY 
~Ql" - SynthoticII11y &cnorntud on input 
(not lIsoti in Lllntlsllt 4) 
"Q2" - Ullod Uno on InplIt 
"Q4 ~ - FU10d .tintl on Olltput 
I.oft fUl pb:01 COllnt. 








Table 16.-Image Record Formnt for GeolDett"icnlly Corrected Data (CCT-PM)-
Continued 
Bytes Type* , 
C. Image Data 
25-3572 B 
D. Suffix (Support) Data 
3573-3600 B 
.~ , 
*Denotes field type: 
A ~ Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 
B - Binary 
Description 
, Image pixels. 
Zero fill. 
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4.5 Trailer File 
The trailer file fl)llowo the image data file. The trailer file io 
composed of a file descriptor record and one trailer record in the case of BSQ 
or one trailer record for each band in the case of BIL. 
A trailer file descriptor record (the first record of each trailer .file), 
introduces and describes the trailer file. The general record format and 
content of the trailer file descriptor record is given in table 17. 
Following the file descriptor, the trailer data records provide space for 
user information and/or control fields. The first 12 bytes are the standard 
introductory data (record number, record type code, and record length). The 
















. Table 17.--The File Descriptor Record Format for the Trailer File. 









*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
Record number - 1)10. 
Record type code: byte 5 = 077)8 
byte 6 = 300)8 
byte 7 = 022)8 
byte 8 = 022)8 
Length of this record = 3600)10. 
ASCII/EBCDIC flag for this file = "All" 
indicating ASCII (EBCDIC not available). 
Blanks. 
Control document number for this 
embodiment (i.e., this document's 
number). 
Control document number for thi~ 
embodiment revision number (i.e., 
this documents revision number). 
4-120 
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Tnbla 17.-The File Deocriptor Record Format for the Trail~,r File-C:)I1tinued 
oR\(1\NAt ~.~ 





65-68 • ~ I'. A 
~Denotes field type: 
A a Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N - Numeric (ASCII) 
B - Binary 
File design descriptor revision letter: 
2-bytes giving the revision letter of 
the file formnt (as opposed to revisions 
which affect the control document 
without nffecting the file format). 
Coded ")lA" unless this record format is 
modified. 
Software release number for this file. 
File number: sequence number of this 
file wi.thin the logical volume. The 
volume directory file is not included 
in this count. 
File identification: same as file 
pointer record, bytes 21-36. 
Record sequence and location type flag: 
always coded "FSEQ" indicating a fixed 
record location of record numbers. 
4-121 
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*Denotes field type: 
A - Alphnnumeric (ASCII) 
N - Numeric (ASCII) 
B - Binnry 
Desc tion 
Sequence number nlwnys coded 
")\)5)\)\)\)\)\1" indicnting thnt record number 
stnrts in record byte one. 
Sc.quence number field length: nlwnys 
coded ")\)\)\4" indicnting a 4 byte record 
number field. 
Record code nnd locntion type flng: 
nlways coded "FTYP" indicating n fixed 
record locntion of the type code field. 
Record code location: nlways coded 
")\)5)\)\)\)\)\5" Lldicuting that record code 
stnrts in record byte five. 
Record code field length: always coded 
")\)5)\4" indicating a 4 byte record field. 
Record length and locntion type flng: 
alwnys coded "FLGT" indicnting a fixed 
rel!ord locntion of the record length 
field. 
4-122 
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*Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
. 'r:.\, ?I\! ~ )iI'{ ~\,,,,i" (10" o yOC'i\ 
o'i 
. '. 
Record length location: always coded 
uj\j\j\j\j\j\j\9" indicating that record length 
field starts in reco"d byte nine. 
Record length field length: always 
coded uj\j\j\4" indicating a 4 byte record 
length field. 
Flag indicating that data interpretation 
information is included within file 
descriptor record: coded UN" indicating 
NO. 
Flag :I.ndicating that data interpretation 
information is included within records 
other than the file descriptor record: 
·c.oded "N". 
Flag indicating that data display 
information is included with the file 


























"'Denotes field type: 
A = Alphanumeric (ASCII) 
N ~ Numeric (ASCII) 
B = Binary 
Description 
Flag indicating that data display 
information is included within the file 
in record(s) other than the file 
descriptor: coded "N". 
Reserved segment (Blank filled). 
Number of trailer recot'ds ~ 1) 10 for 
BSQ, 4)10 for Landsat-Z/4 BIL, or 5)10 
for Landsat-3 BIL. 






























*Dcnotes field type: 
A .. Alphanumer:l.c (ASCII) 
N = Numeric (ASCII) 
B .. Binary 
Description 
Record numb~~ - 2)10 (also records ~, 
4, 5 and/or 6 if BIL). 
Record type code: byte 5 a '022)S 
byte 6 .. 366)8 
byte 7 .. 022)8 
byte 8 ~ 022)8 
Record length .. 3600)10. 
Flag indicating last scene (each image) 
in a data acquisition interval: 
IoNtt _ No 
Zero fill. 
Destriping indicator: 
"N" .. none applied 
My" - applied. 
Units of following contrast stretch 
values: 
"p'. - percentage 












Table 18.-Trailer Record Format--Continued I • 
By ten T:rpe'" Description 
.-
3585-3588 B HinilDum cut-off vlllue of contrnnt stretch 
, 
, , 
3589-3592 Ha;'Cimuli: cut-off vnlue of contrnnt stretch B 
3593-3596 B Rndiance vnlue used for atmospheric 
scatter compcnsntion (haze bias value). 
3597 - 3600 B Edgc cnhanccmcnt kct:ncl size X,Y. Two 






I "'Denotes field type: A - AlphanulUcric (ASCII) N - NUlneric (ASCII) 
B - Binnry 
" 
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4.6 Null Volume Directory File 
The file which terminates a logical volume is the-null volume directory 
file. This file is referred to as "null" becausp. it define~ a non-existant 
(empty) logical volume. This file consists of a volume descriptor record only. 












5.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
, 
ORIGINAL PAGE I~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
American National Standards Institute, 1973a, Recorded Magnetic Tape for 
Information Interchange (800 CPI, NRZI): ANSI X3.22-1973. 
i American National Standards Institute, 1973b, Recorded Magnetic Tape for 
I' Information Interchange (1600 CPI, PE): ANSI X3.39-1973. 
Landsat Ground Station Operations Working Group, 1979, The Standard CCT Family 
of Tape Formats: LGSOWG Doc. CCB-CCT-0002-C. 
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